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August 17, 2017

The Governor of California  
President pro Tempore of the Senate  
Speaker of the Assembly  
State Capitol  
Sacramento, California  95814

Dear Governor and Legislative Leaders:

As requested by the Joint Legislative Audit Committee, the California State Auditor presents this audit report concerning the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation’s (Corrections) policies, procedures, and practices for suicide prevention and reduction, with a particular emphasis on the recently elevated suicide rate at the California Institution for Women. Although female inmates account for about 4 percent of Corrections’ total inmate population, they accounted for 11 percent of inmate suicides from 2014 through 2016. This report concludes that Corrections should provide increased oversight and leadership to ensure that prisons follow its policies related to suicide prevention and response.

We identified significant weaknesses in prisons’ suicide prevention and response practices at the four prisons we reviewed. Specifically, we found that the prisons failed to complete some required evaluations to assess inmates’ risk for suicide and those that the prisons did complete were often inadequate. The inadequacies included leaving sections of the risk evaluations blank, failing to appropriately justify the determinations of risk, failing to develop adequate plans for treatment to reduce the inmates’ risk, and relying on inconsistent information about inmates to determine risk. Also, the prisons we reviewed did not properly monitor inmates who were at risk of committing suicide. For example, we found that staff were not staggering behavior checks or conducting checks in the required 15-minute intervals. Finally, we found that some staff members at the prisons we visited had not completed required trainings related to suicide prevention and response. These conditions may have contributed to elevated suicide and attempted suicide rates at California prisons.

Corrections also lacks assurance that prisons are implementing its policies to address serious issues. For many years, a court-appointed special master, working with Corrections to address inmate mental health care, identified many of the same issues we discuss in this report. In 2013 Corrections began developing an audit process to review prisons’ compliance with its policies and procedures, including those it issued in response to the special master’s reports; however, that process is still in development. In addition, Corrections could provide additional leadership to prisons regarding the communication of best practices related to suicide prevention efforts. Finally, Corrections’ policies require it to complete a thorough review of a prison’s compliance with policies and procedures following an inmate’s suicide, but Corrections does not complete such reviews for suicide attempts. This hinders Corrections’ ability to identify problems with a prison’s compliance with crucial policies and procedures until after an inmate dies.

Respectfully submitted,

ELAINE M. HOWLE, CPA  
State Auditor
### Selected Abbreviations Used in This Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCWF</td>
<td>Central California Women's Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIW</td>
<td>California Institution for Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections</td>
<td>California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>health care division</td>
<td>Corrections' Division of Health Care Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJD</td>
<td>Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>California State Prison, Sacramento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSPW</td>
<td>Valley State Prison for Women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Summary

Results in Brief

Despite the fact that the rates of inmate suicide in California’s prisons has been higher on average than those of all U.S. state prisons for several years, the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (Corrections) has failed to provide the leadership and oversight necessary to ensure that its prisons follow its policies related to inmate suicide prevention and response. Corrections is responsible for providing mental health services to its inmates who are unable to function within the usual correctional environment because of mental illness. However, from 2005 through 2013, the average suicide rate in Corrections’ prisons was 22 per 100,000 inmates—substantially higher than the average rate of 15.66 per 100,000 in U.S. state prisons during the same period. Further, in recent years, the rates of female inmates who committed suicide while in Corrections’ prisons have soared: from 2014 through 2016, female inmates made up only about 4 percent of Corrections’ total inmate population, yet they accounted for about 11 percent of its inmate suicides. These statistics, combined with the significant deficiencies we identified when we reviewed suicide prevention and response practices at four prisons, raise questions regarding Corrections’ leadership on this critical issue.

When we reviewed the California Institution for Women (CIW); California State Prison, Sacramento (SAC); Central California Women’s Facility (CCWF); and Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility (RJD), one area in which we identified significant weaknesses was the four prisons’ evaluations of inmates’ suicide risk. Specifically, for various reasons, including when inmates attempt suicide, express suicidal thoughts, or engage in self-harm, Corrections’ policy requires that prison mental health staff (mental health staff) complete suicide risk evaluations (risk evaluations) to assess an inmate’s risk for suicide. These risk evaluations are critical to successful suicide prevention because they help mental health staff identify inmates who are likely to attempt suicide and the treatments needed to prevent them from doing so. Nonetheless, over the past several years, court-appointed mental health experts have repeatedly notified Corrections of problems related to its risk evaluations. Further, when we examined risk evaluations for the 36 of 40 inmates we reviewed who required them, we found that the prisons failed to complete at least one required risk evaluation for 10 of the inmates and completed inadequate risk evaluations for 26 of the inmates. The inadequacies we noted included leaving sections of the risk evaluations blank, failing to appropriately justify the determinations of risk, failing to develop adequate plans for treatment to reduce the inmates’ risk, and relying on inconsistent or incomplete information about the inmates to determine risk.

Audit Highlights . . .

Our audit of Corrections’ policies and practices for inmate suicide prevention and response highlight the following:

» The average suicide rate in Corrections’ prisons was substantially higher than the average of U.S. state prisons.

» The rates of female inmates who committed suicide while in Corrections’ prisons have soared in recent years.

» We found significant weaknesses in compliance with suicide prevention and response policies when we reviewed 40 files on inmates who committed or attempted suicide at four prisons.

• Prisons failed to complete or completed inadequate risk evaluations for many of those inmates who required them.

• Prisons did not complete or created inadequate treatment plans for some inmates—plans did not always specify medication dosage and frequency, treatment methods, provider information, or follow-up upon discharge.

• Prisons did not properly monitor inmates who were at risk of committing suicide.

Although Corrections has known about many of the issues related to suicide prevention and response policies and practices that we found for a number of years, it has not fully implemented processes to address the issues that have been raised.

» Corrections could take a more proactive leadership role in identifying programs or best practices and reviewing a prison’s practices following an inmate’s suicide attempt.
In 2013 Corrections established a risk evaluation training, as well as a mentoring program to assess, every two years, whether mental health staff adequately completed risk evaluations and to provide training as needed. Corrections enhanced the mentoring program in 2016 by requiring prisons to audit mental health staff’s risk evaluations twice each year and to have these staff undergo mentoring if they failed the audit; however, the results of our review demonstrate that this program has not resolved the problems. The failure may be due in part to Corrections allowing mental health staff to improperly complete significant sections of the risk evaluations and still pass Corrections’ audit. According to Corrections’ clinical support chief, Corrections does not expect perfection from its mental health staff. She also stated that despite their training, some mental health staff still do not know how to complete risk evaluations, and that others may rush when completing them because of their heavy workloads. Although Corrections has taken some steps to address these issues, the fact that the problems with the risk evaluations have continued shows that Corrections must increase its oversight.

Similarly, the prisons we reviewed failed to complete required treatment plans for some inmates and created inadequate treatment plans for others. Treatment plans are crucial to suicide prevention: based on the inmates’ needs, they set goals for the inmates’ treatment and determine the specific treatment methods mental health staff will use. State regulations and Corrections’ policy require that prisons complete a plan for initial treatment (initial treatment plan) within 24 hours of an inmate’s admission to a mental health crisis bed (crisis bed) and a more comprehensive plan within 72 hours of admission (72-hour treatment plan). Initial treatment plans are important because they prescribe treatment for the first few days of an inmate’s crisis-bed stay. Nonetheless, when we reviewed the files of 26 inmates who required them, we found that CIW, CCWF, and RJD did not complete initial treatment plans for some inmates. Further, 25 inmates also required 72-hour treatment plans, but one prison did not complete such plans for two inmates. Finally, all 23 of the remaining 72-hour treatment plans we reviewed failed to meet the requirements outlined in state regulations. The most common problems we identified were that the plans did not specify medication dosage and frequency, treatment methods, the providers responsible for the treatments, or the follow-up treatments for the inmates who were discharged.

The four prisons also did not properly monitor inmates who were at risk of committing suicide. Corrections’ policies require prisons to conduct staggered behavior checks at intervals not to exceed every 15 minutes of inmates who are at high risk of self-injury but not in immediate danger. However, when we reviewed records for 25 such inmates, we found that the prisons exceeded 15-minute
intervals for checks on 17 inmates, did not stagger checks for 19 inmates, and appeared to have prefilled or preprinted the forms documenting checks for eight inmates. Corrections said that a new electronic health record system that it is currently implementing systemwide will reduce some of these issues, as will a planned audit process that will include automated monitoring of these checks. Nevertheless, we still found problems with staff not staggering checks or conducting checks that exceeded intervals of 15 minutes at two prisons that implemented the new system, bringing into question whether it will fully resolve the problems we identified.

Taken as a whole, the types of compliance issues we identified at the four prisons we reviewed may have contributed to Corrections’ continuing high suicide rates relative to those of prison systems in other states. In addition, a number of specific factors may have contributed to elevated suicide and suicide attempt rates among Corrections’ female inmates. As we mention previously, the rate of suicide among female inmates has increased dramatically since 2014. This increase is especially pronounced at CIW, where six of the seven suicides by female inmates from 2014 through 2016 occurred. Officials at Corrections and CIW identified a number of reasons why the suicide rate at CIW may have increased during this period, including domestic violence in interpersonal relationships, drug involvement, and drug trafficking. Officials at CIW further cited a change in prison culture resulting from the conversion of Valley State Prison for Women to a men’s institution and the subsequent transfer of high-security-level inmates to CIW.

In addition, we found that some staff members at CIW and the other prisons we visited had not completed required trainings related to suicide prevention and response. Corrections’ policies require prison staff to participate in specific trainings on issues such as preventing suicide, assessing inmates’ suicide risk, and developing treatment plans. However, when we reviewed records for 20 staff members at CIW, we found that the prison could not provide evidence that the staff members attended all required trainings. For example, the prison could not demonstrate that four of the 20 staff members attended annual required suicide prevention training in 2016. Further, Corrections’ officials reported that not all staff members at the other three prisons received required trainings in 2016. Corrections’ clinical support chief was unable to explain why these staff members had not participated in trainings as required. Instead, she stated that Corrections relies on the prisons’ in-service training units to address clinical training noncompliance issues.

The ongoing nature of many of the problems we identified at the four prisons we reviewed is particularly troubling. A court-appointed special master has overseen many aspects of Corrections’ provision
of mental health care since 1995. Since at least 1999, the special master has identified many of the same problems we found in our audit. In January 2015, the special master filed a report that was an audit of suicide prevention practices in each of the 35 prisons, which contained 32 recommendations. Corrections responded to the majority of these recommendations through the adoption of new policies, improvements to its facilities, changes to its trainings, and other actions. However, Corrections has not yet fully ensured prisons’ compliance with changes resulting from the recommendations.

According to Corrections, it began developing an audit process in 2013 to audit prisons’ compliance with policies and procedures, but it has not yet completed that process nearly five years later, explaining that it continues to work on finalizing it with the special master. Absent such monitoring, Corrections lacks assurance that the prisons are addressing the serious problems the special master has identified.

Further, Corrections could take a more proactive leadership role in identifying programs and best practices that may help in preventing inmate suicide. For example, we identified best practices at one of the prisons we visited that we believe could benefit certain inmates at other prisons. Although Corrections recently conducted a suicide prevention summit with the chiefs of mental health and other prison leadership, at which it discussed best practices related to prisons’ suicide prevention efforts, its documentation and dissemination of innovative programs and best practices related to suicide prevention has generally been limited.

Similarly, Corrections has not conducted thorough reviews of the circumstances surrounding suicide attempts. Pursuant to its policies, the death of an inmate by suicide initiates an intensive review process in which Corrections identifies any problems with the prison’s compliance with policies and procedures. It then issues a report containing recommendations to address those problems. However, Corrections requires no such review for suicide attempts. Corrections’ clinical support chief explained that Corrections plans to implement a process for each prison to review a selection of its incidents of inmate self-harm; however, we question whether such reviews will be sufficiently impartial and critical. Without a thorough and unbiased review of the factors contributing to inmate suicide attempts, Corrections is hindered in its ability to identify potential problems with a prison’s suicide prevention and response practices until after an inmate dies.
Selected Recommendations

Legislature

To provide additional accountability for Corrections’ efforts to respond to and prevent inmate suicides and attempted suicides, the Legislature should require that Corrections report to it in April 2018 and annually thereafter on the following issues:

- Its progress toward meeting its goals related to the completion of suicide risk evaluations in a sufficient manner.

- Its progress toward meeting its goals related to the completion of 72-hour treatment plans in a sufficient manner.

- The status of its efforts to ensure that all staff receive training related to suicide prevention and response.

- Its progress in implementing the recommendations made by the special master regarding inmate suicides and attempts. Corrections should also include in its report to the Legislature the results of any audits it conducts as part of its planned audit process to measure the success of changes it implements as a result of these recommendations.

- Its progress in identifying and implementing mental health programs at the prisons that may ameliorate risk factors associated with suicide.

Corrections

Corrections should immediately require mental health staff to score 100 percent on risk evaluation audits in order to pass. If a staff member does not pass, Corrections should require the prison to follow its current policies by reviewing additional risk evaluations to determine whether the staff member needs to undergo additional mentoring.

To ensure that prison staff conduct required checks of inmates on suicide precaution in a timely manner, Corrections should implement its automated process to monitor these checks in its electronic health record system by October 2017.

To address the unique circumstances that may increase its female inmates’ rates of suicide and suicide attempts, Corrections should continue to explore programs that could address the suicide risk factors for female inmates.
To ensure that all prison staff receive required training related to suicide prevention and response, Corrections should immediately implement a process for identifying prisons where staff are not attending required trainings and for working with the prisons to solve the issues preventing attendance.

To ensure that prisons comply with its policies related to suicide prevention and response, Corrections should continue to develop its audit process and implement it at all prisons by February 2018. The process should include, but not be limited to, audits of the quality of prisons’ risk evaluations and treatment plans.

To ensure that all its prisons provide inmates with effective mental health care, Corrections should continue to take a role in coordinating and disseminating best practices related to mental health treatment by conducting a best practices summit at least annually. The summits should focus on all aspects of suicide prevention and response, including programs that seek to improve inmate mental health and treatment of and response to suicide attempts. Corrections should document and disseminate this information among the prisons, assist prisons in implementing the best practices through training and communication when needed, and monitor and report publicly on the successes and challenges of adopted practices.

In an effort to prevent future inmate suicide attempts, Corrections should implement its plan to review attempts with the same level of scrutiny that it uses during its suicide reviews. Corrections should require each prison to identify for review at least one suicide attempt per year that occurred at that prison. To ensure that the reviews include critical and unbiased feedback, Corrections should either conduct these reviews itself or require the prisons to review each other. These reviews should start in September 2017 and follow the same timelines as the suicide reviews, with the timeline beginning once the team identifies a suicide attempt for review.

Agency Comments

Corrections stated it would address the specific recommendations in a corrective action plan within the timelines outlined in the report. We look forward to Corrections’ 60-day response to our recommendations.
Introduction

Background

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (Corrections) is responsible for protecting the public by safely and securely supervising adult and juvenile offenders, providing effective rehabilitation and treatment, and integrating offenders successfully into the community. It operates two adult women's prisons and 33 adult men's prisons across the State. According to a report Corrections issued in 2017, 123,540 male inmates and 5,876 female inmates were incarcerated within its facilities as of December 31, 2016. Figure 1 on the following page shows the locations of Corrections’ prisons and highlights the four prisons we selected for review during the course of our audit work.

Corrections is responsible for the provision of mental health care to all of its inmates, including receiving, evaluating, housing, treating, and referring those inmates who are unable to appropriately function within the constraints of the usual correctional environment because of mental illnesses. Its Division of Health Care Services (health care division) provides mental health services through its Mental Health Services Delivery System (mental health system), the mission of which is “to provide inmates with an appropriate level of treatment and to promote individual functioning within the clinically least restrictive environment consistent with the safety and security needs of both [the inmates and prisons].” Corrections employs numerous individuals, such as psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and nurses, to provide mental health services to inmates (mental health staff). Prison staff may refer inmates to the prison’s mental health program, or inmates may submit requests for services to the prison’s mental health staff for their approval.

Despite the mental health services that Corrections provides, the rate at which its inmates commit suicide has generally been higher than the rates in most other states. Table 1 on page 9 shows the number of attempted suicides and suicides from 2012 through 2016 at the four prisons we reviewed, and Appendix A presents these data for all the State’s prisons. According to a 2016 report by a mental health expert appointed by a U.S. district court, the average suicide rate in Corrections was 22 per 100,000 inmates from 2005 through 2013, significantly higher than the average rate of 15.66 per 100,000 inmates in U.S. state prisons during the same period. Although Corrections’ 2014 inmate suicide rate of 16.97 per 100,000 inmates was lower than the 2014 rate of 20 per 100,000 inmates for all U.S. state prisons, Corrections’ inmate suicide rates have been higher on average than those of U.S. state prisons since 1999.

---

1 Corrections houses women within other facilities, including some medical facilities and a small facility at Folsom State Prison. In addition, Valley State Prison housed women before Corrections converted it to a men’s facility in 2013.
Figure 1
Map of Adult Correctional Institutions and the Four Prisons We Visited

Source: Corrections.
The suicide rate of Corrections’ male inmates remained relatively static from 2012 through 2016; however, the suicide rate of its female inmates increased. In 2012 female inmates accounted for about 5 percent of Corrections’ inmate population and for 4 percent of its suicides. However, although female inmates made up about 4 percent of Corrections’ inmate population from 2014 through 2016, they accounted for about 11 percent of the suicides. Almost all of the suicides during this period occurred at the California Institution for Women (CIW). In fact, concern about CIW’s high suicide rate was the impetus for this audit.

Table 1
Suicides and Suicide Attempts at the Four Prisons We Visited, From 2012 Through 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WOMEN’S PRISONS</th>
<th>MEN’S PRISONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CENTRAL CALIFORNIA WOMEN’S FACILITY (CCWF)</td>
<td>CIW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population*</td>
<td>2,931</td>
<td>1,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population*</td>
<td>3,531</td>
<td>2,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides†</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population*</td>
<td>3,648</td>
<td>2,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population*</td>
<td>3,002</td>
<td>1,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides†</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population*</td>
<td>2,865</td>
<td>1,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicides†</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Totals

|                      |               |               |                                                   |
| Population*          | 3,195         | 1,895         | 3,233                                             | 2,345 |
| Suicides†            | 1             | 8             | 6                                                 | 10    |
| Attempts             | 55            | 101           | 193                                               | 85    |

Sources: California State Auditor’s analysis of Corrections’ COMPSTAT metrics from 2012 through 2016, and the average daily population for each prison as reported by Corrections.

* Population is based on Corrections’ average daily population. The total represents the average of the five years’ populations.

† The numbers we present here reflect our amendments to Corrections’ COMPSTAT data. As we discuss in Chapter 3, our review of various records from individual prisons revealed that COMPSTAT has consistently underreported the number of suicides in California prisons. We have therefore adjusted the number of suicides in 2013, 2015, and 2016 to include three suicides that we identified at CIW, RJD, and SAC; however, we caution that these numbers may still not be accurate.
Court-Ordered Oversight of Corrections’ Mental Health Services

As Figure 2 shows, federal courts have monitored Corrections’ delivery of mental health services to its inmates for over two decades, as a result of a decision on a lawsuit that began in 1990—Coleman v. Brown (Coleman). This federal class action lawsuit alleged that Corrections failed to provide constitutionally adequate mental health care to mentally ill inmates. The court identified that Corrections had failed to provide timely access to necessary care, which exacerbated inmates’ suffering and illnesses. In addition the court found that Corrections had an inadequate screening system for mental illnesses, deficient medical recordkeeping, improper administration of medication, and insufficient staffing. In December 1995, the court in Coleman appointed a special master to oversee and work with Corrections to address the constitutional violations, monitor implementation of court-ordered remedial plans, and submit reports on Corrections’ progress in implementing improvements. Over the next decade, the special master submitted 15 reports to the court, which noted that although Corrections had made some progress, it still had not met its constitutional obligation to provide inmates with adequate mental health care during that time. Further, the special master’s fifteenth report in January 2006 indicated a reversal in Corrections’ progress. Specifically, this report noted systemwide increases in staffing vacancy rates and rates of inmate suicide.

In April 2001, another class action lawsuit, Plata v. Brown (Plata), alleged constitutional violations in Corrections’ delivery of medical care to inmates that resulted in unnecessary pain, injury, and death. These violations included delays in or failure to provide access to medical care, untimely responses to medical emergencies, and the interference of custodial staff with the provision of medical care. After the plaintiffs filed the lawsuit, they and Corrections agreed that Corrections would implement certain policies and procedures to improve its delivery of medical care, which the court entered as an order in 2002. However, in 2005 the federal court determined that Corrections had yet to ensure that its medical system met constitutional standards. As a result, the court appointed a receiver in February 2006 to provide leadership and executive management of Corrections’ medical health care delivery system. This receivership is still in place.

---

2 When this case was filed, it was called Coleman v. Wilson.
3 When this case was filed, it was called Plata v. Davis.
Figure 2
Timeline of Court-Ordered Oversight of Corrections

April 1990
Coleman, a class action lawsuit, is filed, alleging constitutional violations due to lack of adequate mental health care.

December 1995
Court ordered a special master to develop a plan to address constitutional violations and monitor Corrections’ implementation of the plan.

September 1995
Court rules in favor of plaintiff, stating Corrections’ delivery of mental health care violated the Constitution.

April 2001
Plata, a class action lawsuit, is filed, alleging constitutional violations in Corrections’ delivery of medical care to its inmates.

January 2006
Special master files reports, noting a reversal in Corrections’ progress of its remedial efforts.

February 2006
Court appoints receiver to provide leadership and executive management of Corrections’ medical health care delivery system.

August 2009
Court finds that Corrections’ prison population reached a high of more than 170,000 inmates in October 2006. Court orders Corrections to reduce its prison population to 137.5 percent of capacity.

January 2015
Suicide expert files his completed audit on suicide prevention practices at Corrections’ prisons, which results in 32 recommendations.

August 2016
The Joint Legislative Audit Committee approves a request for the State Auditor to conduct an audit of Corrections’ suicide prevention policies due to concerns related to the number of suicides at CIW.

November 2013
Suicide expert begins his audit on Corrections’ prisons.

January 2016
Suicide expert completes a follow-up audit on prisons’ implementation of the recommendations.

Sources: Reports from the special master’s suicide expert in 2015 and 2016, court documents, and minutes of the California State Legislature’s Joint Legislative Audit Committee.
In 2007 the courts in Coleman and Plata recommended that both cases be assigned to a three-judge panel to address prison overcrowding. In August 2009, the three-judge panel noted that in 2006—the same year that the Coleman special master's report noted a reversal in Corrections' delivery of mental health services and the court in Plata appointed the receiver—California's prison population reached a historic high of more than 170,000 inmates. This historic high led to unprecedented overcrowding of California's prisons. The three-judge panel found overcrowding to be the primary cause of many of the issues relating to inadequate mental health and medical care in California's prisons. Therefore, the three-judge panel ordered Corrections to develop a plan to reduce its prison population, which at that time was at about 190 percent of capacity, to 137.5 percent of capacity. In 2011 the Legislature passed various laws that realigned the criminal justice system, which reduced overcrowding by allowing for inmates who were not convicted of serious or violent crimes, or felons requiring registration as a sex offender, to serve their sentences in county jails instead of state prisons.

Although these efforts resulted in the reduction of Corrections' inmate population, a March 2013 Coleman special master's report identified continuing inadequacies in Corrections' delivery of mental health services. The special master had repeatedly identified many of these inadequacies in earlier reports, such as Corrections' failure to enforce its own policies regarding the delivery of mental health services and the prisons' failure to provide adequate emergency responses to suicides. In response to the report, the court in Coleman ordered Corrections to establish a suicide prevention and management workgroup consisting of members of Corrections' clinical, custody, and administrative staff; experts appointed by the special master; and others. The workgroup engaged a nationally recognized suicide prevention expert (suicide expert) to conduct a review of the suicide prevention practices at each of Corrections' prisons. In January 2015, the suicide expert filed his report, which contained 32 recommendations to Corrections. The suicide expert issued an update to this report in January 2016, in which he evaluated Corrections' progress in implementing the recommendations through a review of 18 prisons. We discuss the suicide expert's report and update in Chapter 3.
Suicide Prevention and Response

As we mention earlier, the goal of Corrections’ mental health system is to provide appropriate levels of mental health treatment to seriously mentally ill inmates in the least restrictive environment. As presented in Figure 3, Corrections provides escalating levels of mental health care to inmates, up to and including referrals to Department of State Hospitals’ facilities if Corrections cannot meet inmates’ mental health needs.

**Figure 3**
Levels of Care in Corrections’ Mental Health System

**Inpatient Care**
Provides care at Department of State Hospitals’ facilities for inmates whose conditions cannot be successfully treated in the outpatient setting or in short-term mental health crisis-bed (crisis bed) stays. Corrections provides this level of care for female inmates in the Psychiatric Inpatient Program at CIW.

**Crisis Beds**
Provides care to inmates with marked impairment and dysfunction requiring 24-hour nursing care, inmates who present a danger to others as a consequence of serious mental disorders, and inmates who present a danger to themselves for any reason.

**Enhanced Outpatient Program**
Provides care to inmates with mental disorders who would benefit from the structure of a therapeutic environment that is less restrictive than an inpatient setting and who do not require continuous nursing care. The program is located in a designated living unit at each prison.

**Correctional Clinical Case Management System**
Provides care to inmates whose conditions are relatively stable and whose symptoms are controlled or are in partial remission as a result of treatment.

Sources: Corrections’ 2009 Mental Health Program Guide (program guide) and 2014 Annual Accomplishments report.

Note: Not all institutions contain all levels of care.
A primary component of Corrections’ mental health system is crisis intervention, which is treatment for rapid-onset or worsening symptoms of mental illness in inmates. Such symptoms may include thoughts of suicide. Corrections has identified factors that can lead inmates to experience mental health crises while in prison, including the loss of an existing support system outside of prison, the restrictions of incarceration, and fears of being unable to cope with the outside world upon release. Corrections’ policy states that staff must refer inmates who are dangers to themselves to crisis beds, an inpatient treatment setting for inmates who have acute symptoms of serious mental disorders or are suffering from significant or life-threatening disabilities. If no crisis beds are available at a prison, staff must place an inmate in a temporary housing location in the prison—known as alternative housing—pending admission to a crisis bed. Under these circumstances, policy requires prisons to transfer an inmate to a crisis bed at another prison if the other prison can provide the same level of custody and security.

Corrections’ policies outline specific steps prison staff must take when they become aware of inmates’ suicidal ideation, suicidal intent, or self-harm, which the text box defines. If prison staff become aware of any of these conditions, Corrections’ policy requires that they place inmates under observation until mental health staff can conduct a suicide risk evaluation (risk evaluation). As we discuss in Chapter 1, mental health staff use these evaluations to determine inmates’ risk of suicide and to make specific recommendations regarding the level of care required.

Corrections also has a policy that prison staff must follow when staff discover inmates who are attempting suicide. When responding to a suicide attempt in progress, Corrections’ policy requires prison staff to sound an alarm to summon additional personnel, respond appropriately when blood is present, neutralize any significant security threats to themselves or others, and initiate life-saving measures consistent with training. When medical personnel arrive, they take over responsibility for the medical treatment and life-saving measures.

Following the admission of inmates to crisis beds as a result of suicide attempts, ideation, or self-harm, prison staff must complete various steps in order to provide treatment. Figure 4 provides a summary of these steps. For example, while inmates are in crisis beds, prison staff must keep them under observation. Depending on whether inmates are in immediate danger, staff must either
maintain continuous visual contact with them or perform checks at staggered intervals not exceeding once every 15 minutes. Further, while inmates are in crisis beds, prison staff must complete treatment plans. According to Corrections’ policies, crisis-bed stays are supposed to last for up to 10 days, although inmates may stay longer with the approval of a prison’s chief of mental health.

**Figure 4**

Corrections’ Process for Inmates’ Admission to and Discharge From Crisis Beds

**SUICIDE ATTEMPT, SELF-HARM, OR SUICIDAL IDEATION**

- Mental health staff complete evaluation to assess inmate’s suicide risk.
  - If inmate is at significant risk of suicide, mental health staff initiate procedure for admitting inmate to a crisis bed.
  - A psychiatrist or licensed psychologist screens the inmate and admits to a crisis bed if the inmate is either of the following:
    1. Impaired or dysfunctional such that the inmate requires 24-hour nursing care.
    2. A danger to self or others because of a serious mental disorder.

**ADMISSION TO CRISIS BED**

- Within 24 hours of admission, mental health staff complete an initial treatment plan.
- Suicide observations:
  - If inmate is in immediate danger and placed on suicide watch, a staff member is posted to maintain visual eye contact 24/7 and document the inmate’s behavior every 15 minutes.
  - If inmate is not in immediate danger and placed on suicide precaution, staff members conduct staggered checks on the inmate at least every 15 minutes and document the inmate’s behavior.

**CRISIS-BED TREATMENT**

- Within 72 hours of admission, mental health staff complete a 72-hour treatment plan.
- Policies state inmates should spend no more than 10 days in a crisis bed.
- Mental health staff check in with inmate daily and note progress toward treatment goals.
- If inmate requires additional inpatient treatment, mental health staff can refer the inmate to a higher level of care such as psychiatric inpatient care.

**RELEASE AND FOLLOW-UP**

- Inmate discharged when stabilized and able to function in a lower level of care.
- Mental health staff complete evaluation to assess inmate’s suicide risk and, if the inmate is no longer at imminent risk of suicide, develop a treatment plan for discharge.
- 24 hours post-discharge:
  - Correctional officers conduct welfare checks every 30 minutes.
- Five days post-discharge:
  - Mental health staff meet face-to-face with the inmate each day and readmit the inmate to a crisis bed if necessary.

Sources: Corrections’ 2009 program guide and related policy memos.

Corrections has taken certain actions to ensure that the prisons comply with its policies and to identify additional ways to prevent inmate deaths due to suicide. For example, Corrections has established its own Suicide Prevention and Response Focused Improvement Team (suicide prevention team) and established suicide prevention teams at each prison. The purpose of these teams is to provide staff with training and guidance with regard to suicide prevention, response, reporting, and review. The suicide prevention teams at each prison are also responsible for monitoring and tracking all self-harm incidents, suicide attempts, and deaths, as well as reviewing the prison’s policies to ensure consistency with Corrections’ policies. According to Corrections’ policies, these teams must be composed of certain prison staff representing multiple disciplines, such as the chief psychologist and chief psychiatrist, and must meet once per month.
In addition, following each suicide, Corrections completes a review of the prison’s compliance with policies and procedures, including examining the history of the inmate’s mental health care while incarcerated and the prison’s emergency response to the suicide. It describes the results of its review in a report (suicide report) that it provides to the prison. When warranted, Corrections makes recommendations to the prison to improve the quality of care and ensure compliance with its policies and procedures.
Chapter 1

PRISONS HAVE NOT FOLLOWED CORRECTIONS’ POLICIES WHEN RESPONDING TO INMATES WHO HAVE ATTEMPTED OR ARE AT RISK OF ATTEMPTING SUICIDE

The four prisons we reviewed failed to consistently follow Corrections’ policies for responding to, treating, and observing inmates who had attempted or were at risk of attempting suicide. For example, we found many instances in which prisons either did not perform or did not adequately complete required risk evaluations, even though mental health staff use these critical documents to determine the treatment inmates should receive. In addition, we identified numerous instances in which prisons did not include necessary information in inmates’ treatment plans, potentially affecting the nature and timeliness of the care the inmates received. In fact, Corrections’ reviews of inmate suicides and its own audits of the quality of both risk evaluations and treatment plans have found that prisons did not complete these documents to its required standards. Further, the four prisons may have placed inmates at risk of death by insufficiently monitoring them following suicide attempts, and some prisons failed to respond to suicide attempts in accordance with Corrections’ policies.

The Prisons We Reviewed Did Not Properly Evaluate Some Inmates’ Suicide Risk

Risk evaluations are critical to successful suicide prevention because they help prisons identify inmates who are likely to attempt suicide and determine the treatments needed to prevent them from doing so. The proper completion of a risk evaluation can therefore be the difference between life or death for an inmate. Corrections’ policies require that mental health staff complete risk evaluations under a number of circumstances, including when inmates have initial face-to-face evaluations for suicidal thoughts, threats, attempts, or self-harm, as well as before their discharge from crisis beds. When completing risk evaluations, mental health staff are to examine inmates’ mental status and determine the presence or absence of chronic and acute risk factors for suicide. The text box includes examples of such risk factors. They must also review any protective factors that may mitigate inmates’ risk of suicide, such as religious beliefs, family support, and participation.

Examples of Inmate Suicide Risk Factors

**Chronic risk factors**
- History of suicide attempts
- History of emotional, physical, or sexual abuse
- Chronic pain problem
- Long or life sentence
- History of depressive or psychotic disorders
- History of certain mental illnesses
- History of substance abuse

**Acute risk factors**
- Suicidal thoughts
- Recent trauma
- Recent bad news
- Agitation or anger
- Hopelessness or helplessness
- Increasing interpersonal isolation
- Single cell placement

Sources: Corrections’ 2009 program guide and suicide risk evaluation form.
in group activities. Finally, mental health staff must document whether inmates are at high, moderate, or low risk for suicide and make specific recommendations regarding the appropriate level of care. Mental health staff must also address how the treatment plan will be implemented and any required follow-up procedures.

Despite the critical role risk evaluations serve, all four prisons we reviewed failed to complete at least one required risk evaluation. Specifically, for a selection of 40 inmates who attempted or committed suicide from 2014 through 2016, we reviewed the risk evaluations the prisons conducted just before or immediately following the suicide attempt or suicide, and the suicide reports Corrections completed following the suicides. We identified that the prisons should have completed risk evaluations for 36 of these 40 inmates. However, as Table 2 shows, 10 of the 36 inmates were missing at least one required risk evaluation. Although the four prisons offered a number of reasons for the missing risk evaluations, they generally agreed that they had failed to comply with Corrections’ policies. For example, the chief of mental health of CCWF stated that risk evaluations are not always necessary for inmates discharged to a higher level of care because the receiving institutions will complete them on admission. However, she acknowledged that Corrections’ policies require prisons to complete risk evaluations under these circumstances, and Corrections’ clinical support chief affirmed that conducting risk evaluations on discharge to a higher level of care is helpful for continuity of care.

In addition to failing to complete certain risk evaluations, the four prisons completed inadequate risk evaluations for 26 of the 36 inmates we reviewed. Each of these 26 inmates received at least one inadequate risk evaluation, and 13 received more than one. The types of problems we identified varied. For example, mental health staff left blank sections of the risk evaluations for 10 inmates, including sections detailing their consideration of some risk factors and identifying whether the inmates had a desire or plan to die. These blank spaces suggest that the mental health staff may not have considered all relevant information when determining the likelihood of the inmates attempting suicide, which could have caused them to underestimate the inmates’ suicide risk level.

Further, for 18 of the 36 inmates, mental health staff did not adequately justify their determinations of the inmates’ suicide risk levels. Specifically, either they did not incorporate risk factors when justifying their determinations or they simply listed inmates’ risk factors without considering their behaviors or symptoms. In some cases, mental health staff noted the presence of several risk factors and warning signs of imminent suicide risk, yet they still concluded that inmates were at low acute risk, which refers to short-term
fluctuations in inmates’ risk of attempting suicide, without adequately documenting the rationale for their determinations. For example, one mental health staff member at SAC indicated that an inmate was at low acute risk for suicide, despite noting that he demonstrated five of the 10 warning signs of imminent suicide risk. The mental health staff member did not include any of these warning signs in the justification of risk, but rather noted that the inmate denied a desire to commit suicide. However, the mental health staff member also indicated that the inmate stated that talking about his suicidal ideation was difficult because he had no intention of ever going to a crisis bed. The inadequate justification for this inmate’s risk determination suggests that the mental health staff member may not have considered all risk factors and therefore may have incorrectly estimated the inmate’s risk of suicide—a problem that we found repeatedly in the risk evaluations we reviewed.

Table 2
The Four Prisons We Reviewed Completed Inadequate Risk Evaluations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRISON</th>
<th>NUMBER OF INMATES REVIEWED WHO REQUIRED ONE OR MORE RISK EVALUATIONS</th>
<th>NUMBER OF INMATES MISSING AT LEAST ONE REQUIRED RISK EVALUATION</th>
<th>NUMBER OF INMATES WITH ONE OR MORE INADEQUATE RISK EVALUATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCWF</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIW</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specific Problems with the Risk Evaluations* (by Number of Inmates)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRISON</th>
<th>SECTIONS IN RISK EVALUATION WERE BLANK</th>
<th>JUSTIFICATION OF RISK DETERMINATION WAS INCOMPLETE†</th>
<th>TREATMENT PLAN TO REDUCE RISK WAS MISSING OR INCOMPLETE†</th>
<th>STAFF USED INCONSISTENT OR INCOMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT THE INMATE TO DETERMINE SUICIDE RISK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCWF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIW</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: California State Auditor’s review and analysis of health records for 10 inmates at each of the four prisons, Corrections’ 2009 program guide, and other Corrections’ policies.

* We present the number of inmates who had risk evaluations with the problem listed. Some inmates had multiple inadequate risk evaluations, and some had risk evaluations that had more than one of the problems listed.

† We determined whether the justifications and risk reduction plans in the risk evaluations were complete based on whether they contained all required elements named in Corrections’ suicide risk evaluation audits and mentoring documents.
The four prisons also failed to develop adequate plans for treatment within the risk evaluations for half of the inmates we reviewed. When completing risk evaluations, mental health staff must document treatments targeting modifiable risk factors, such as feelings of agitation, anger, or hopelessness. These treatments should be as specific as possible, leaving little room for misinterpretation or confusion. However, mental health staff failed to document such specific treatments in the risk evaluations for 18 of the 36 inmates we reviewed. For example, CIW’s risk evaluation for an inmate that had just attempted suicide indicated that she demonstrated seven acute risk factors, including depression and agitation or anger. However, the mental health staff member did not prescribe treatment, noting only that the inmate should be observed and should continue her current medication. Prisons are not likely to be able to prevent inmates from attempting suicide without addressing the factors that increase their risk of doing so.

Further, for 10 of the inmates we reviewed, mental health staff completed risk evaluations based on inconsistent or incomplete information. For example, according to the suicide report Corrections completed following one inmate’s suicide at SAC, mental health staff had completed for the inmate three different risk evaluations, which stated that he had certain protective factors in place to reduce his risk of suicide, including family support and good coping skills. However, a review of other documents in the inmate’s file showed that he did not have these protective factors. Corrections stated in the suicide report that similarities among the three risk evaluations suggest that mental health staff copied the risk and protective factors from previous evaluations, resulting in an inaccurate picture of the inmate’s mental health. Similarly, another one of Corrections’ suicide reports stated that the final risk evaluation CIW completed before an inmate’s suicide failed to note that she had a history of suicide attempts—a critical determinant of future suicide risk. According to the suicide report, the mental health staff member appeared to accept the inmate’s denial of any prior suicide attempts and did not review the suicide attempt history documented in a previous risk evaluation.

Corrections offered some reasons for the prisons’ failure to complete adequate risk evaluations. Specifically, its clinical support chief explained that mental health staff have heavy caseloads, which the four prisons we reviewed generally also indicated is a contributing factor. The clinical support chief stated that if prison management has not set clear expectations that suicide risk evaluations should be prioritized, mental health staff may rush to complete risk evaluations. She said prison management should help mental health staff by redirecting their workloads to allow
them to devote the necessary attention to complete adequate risk evaluations. She also stated that, despite existing training, mental health staff are still unsure of how to complete risk evaluations.

Despite its ability to point to reasons for deficiencies in risk evaluations, our review demonstrates that Corrections has not adequately addressed those factors, jeopardizing its ability to prevent inmate suicide attempts. In fact, for years mental health experts on suicide have called on Corrections to address many of the same problems we identified in our review. For example, a 2013 special master’s report stated that for half of the suicide cases in 2011, prisons either did not complete risk evaluations or concluded that inmates had a low or “no appreciable” risk of suicide without adequate consideration of risk factors, past history, or medical records. Clinical experts that the special master engaged noted similar problems with risk evaluations each year through 2014, when they concluded that the prisons had either failed to conduct or had inadequately completed risk evaluations in almost 70 percent of the suicide cases that occurred that year. Further, beginning in November 2013 and continuing through July 2014, the suicide expert reviewed each prison’s suicide prevention practices and found that mental health staff often did not complete required risk evaluations and that the quality of risk evaluations was frequently problematic. Specifically, the suicide expert’s review of hundreds of risk evaluations found that many contained risk factors and protective factors that did not align with the mental health staff’s assessments of the inmates’ risk levels.

Although Corrections has taken actions in response to these findings, those actions have not resulted in significant change. For example, in 2013 Corrections issued policies requiring mental health staff to attend a seven-hour training and, every two years, undergo a mentoring program that focuses on administering risk evaluations. The mentoring program involves trained mentors observing mental health staff conducting one or more risk evaluations, assessing their skills, and when needed, providing training on the proper techniques for completing risk evaluations. However, as the reports cited demonstrate, neither the training nor the mentoring program ensured that mental health staff adequately completed risk evaluations. The suicide expert noted that mental health staff were required to complete only two risk evaluations under the supervision of a mentor and that they received no additional critiques until they had to undergo the mentoring program two years later. Based on his recommendations, Corrections modified its policy in early 2016 to, among other things, require that prisons audit risk evaluations for each mental health staff member twice each year, and to require that those who failed the audit repeat the mentoring program.
Although we agree that this change was necessary to improve oversight of risk evaluations, room for further improvement in both the policy and its implementation remains. Specifically, Corrections’ risk evaluation audits permit a degree of failure. Figure 5 shows the process prisons use when completing the audits to determine whether mental health staff members need additional mentoring. During the audit, program supervisors review seven items—which Table 3 lists—that must be in a risk evaluation. Corrections’ policy requires that mental health staff correctly complete six of the seven items to pass the audit.

**Figure 5**

*Corrections’ Process for Determining Whether Mental Health Staff Require Additional Mentoring on Completing Risk Evaluations*

Twice each year the prison audits one randomly selected suicide risk evaluation for every staff member who completes risk evaluations. The audit reviews seven items, and the staff member must adequately complete at least six to pass.

Sources: Corrections’ health care division’s March 15, 2016, memorandum revising its risk evaluation mentoring program and Corrections’ instructions for completing the risk evaluation audit.
However, as a result, a mental health staff member could fail to complete an important section in a risk evaluation, such as detailing the inmate’s history of suicide attempts or describing the risk reduction plan, and still pass. Corrections’ clinical support chief said that Corrections does not require that mental health staff obtain 100 percent because it does not expect perfection and because if too many failed the audit, it would not have enough mentors to complete the necessary mentoring. She also identified all but one item in the audit—the identification of sources of information—as critical. Nevertheless, listing the sources of information is important to ensure that mental health staff are considering all critical sources of information when evaluating an inmate’s risk factors. In response to our concerns, Corrections’ clinical support chief explained that Corrections could make passing certain items within the audit mandatory. However, because of the importance of each section of the risk evaluation, we believe requiring mental health staff to adequately complete all sections is essential for reducing the risk of inmate suicide.

Table 3
Items of a Risk Evaluation and Corrections’ Corresponding Audit Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK EVALUATION ITEM</th>
<th>RISK EVALUATION AUDIT CRITERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check boxes indicating the presence or absence of chronic and acute suicide risk factors.</td>
<td>1 Are all risk factor boxes checked?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check boxes indicating the presence or absence of protective factors that mitigate suicide risk.</td>
<td>2 Are all protective factor boxes checked?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check box indicating whether inmate has a history of suicide attempts.</td>
<td>3 Is the item complete?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include details of previous suicide attempts.</td>
<td>4 Is the item complete?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include the sources of information used to complete the risk evaluation, such as inmate interview, staff interview, or mental health file review.</td>
<td>5 Did the staff member document the sources of information used?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the justification of risk determination.</td>
<td>6 Are both chronic and acute risk levels checked and justified in the narrative, citing the presence or absence of identified risk factors, protective factors, and warning signs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the safety/risk reduction plan.</td>
<td>7 Did the staff member incorporate the identified modifiable risk factors, protective factors, and warning signs into a risk reduction plan?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Corrections’ risk evaluation form and its risk evaluation audit criteria.
Corrections has similarly set the bar too low for the percentage of prisons’ risk evaluations that must pass the risk evaluation audit—90 percent—yet it has still struggled to meet its own standards. According to Corrections’ mental health administrator for quality management and inpatient facilities (quality administrator), the prisons report to Corrections the percentage of mental health staff members who passed the risk evaluation audit each month. A June 2017 Corrections report shows that from December 1, 2016, through May 31, 2017, prisons reported that 71 percent of risk evaluations systemwide met the audit criteria. Although this is a marked improvement from the prisons’ performance in 2014 and 2015—Corrections’ reports show that only 38 percent of the risk evaluations audited passed during that two-year period—it is still far below Corrections’ established goal of 90 percent. However, even if Corrections achieved its goal, mental health staff would still have adequately completed only nine out of 10 risk evaluations. We believe that this is an unacceptable level of failure, given the potential consequences of deficient risk evaluations.

Corrections also sets its completion standards too low for the percentage of risk evaluations that each prison should complete on time. According to the quality administrator, Corrections uses an automated process to track the percentage of risk evaluations that each prison completes on time and requires prisons that score lower than 85 percent to develop an action plan for improvement. According to Corrections’ reports, from December 1, 2016, through May 31, 2017, the prisons collectively achieved a score of 92 percent for being on time. The quality administrator said that it set the goal at 85 percent because that is a standard goal for health care processes. However, given that the timely completion of risk evaluations is critical to ensuring that inmates receive prompt and necessary treatment to reduce their risk of suicide, we believe Corrections should find it unacceptable for more than one in 10 inmates to not receive a risk evaluation on time.

Corrections could improve the quality of its risk evaluations by updating its electronic risk evaluation form. In our review of risk evaluations at RJD, we found that the prison had included prompts to aid the mental health staff member in completing the form. For example, in the section for documenting the treatment to reduce the inmate’s risk, the prison included text instructing mental health staff to document treatment interventions for those risk factors that can be treated, which are referred to as modifiable risk factors. We found that this risk evaluation met all of the requirements of the risk evaluation audit. Although this was the only risk evaluation that we reviewed at RJD that contained these prompts, according to RJD’s chief psychologist, the prison began including these prompts in early 2016 and she believed that they had contributed to an improvement in risk evaluations. Consistent with the chief’s
statement, Corrections’ risk evaluation audit reports showed that the percentage of RJD’s risk evaluations that passed the audit increased from 77 percent in January 2016 to 100 percent in March 2017. Corrections’ clinical support chief agreed that such prompts would be beneficial, and that Corrections could incorporate them into the risk evaluation forms in its electronic health record system.

**Prison Staff Failed to Establish Treatment Plans for Some Inmates, and the Plans They Established for Others Were Inadequate**

According to the suicide expert, treatment planning is a critical element of any correctional system’s suicide prevention program. A treatment plan is based on a comprehensive assessment of an inmate’s physical, mental, emotional, and social needs and must include the goals of treatment and identify the treatment methods prison staff will use. State regulations and Corrections’ policies require that the admitting staff develop a provisional diagnosis and a plan for initial treatment (initial treatment plan) within 24 hours of an inmate’s admission to a crisis bed. In addition, state regulations and Corrections’ policies require that an inmate’s treatment team—which must include, at a minimum, a crisis-bed psychiatrist, a crisis-bed clinician, nursing staff, a correctional counselor, and the inmate if appropriate—complete a treatment plan within 72 hours of the inmate’s admission to a crisis bed (72-hour treatment plan). The text box describes selected information state regulations require in a 72-hour treatment plan.

**Selected Requirements for a 72-Hour Treatment Plan**

- All mental health diagnoses.
- Prescribed medication, dosage, and frequency of administration.
- Treatment goals with interventions, actions toward improvement, and measurable objectives.
- Treatment methods to be used, including the frequency of the methods and the persons or disciplines responsible for each method.
- Goals for aftercare and a plan for post-discharge follow-up.

*Source: California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Section 79747.*

Despite the importance of treatment plans, three of the four prisons we reviewed did not always comply with state regulations and Corrections’ policy that require prison staff admitting inmates to crisis beds to develop an initial treatment plan within 24 hours. Corrections’ policies state that this initial treatment plan should contain a provisional diagnosis and an initial plan for treatment. Although this is Corrections’ only written requirement regarding initial treatment plans, its clinical support chief explained that she would expect an initial treatment plan to contain an admitting diagnosis, reason for admission, a description of symptoms, and immediate interventions to address those symptoms and target the reason for admission. However, mental health staff did not complete such plans for four of the 26 inmates who should have had them at the four prisons we reviewed. Because Corrections’ policies state that inmates must be discharged from crisis beds within 10 days, unless otherwise approved for a longer stay, inmates
without initial treatment plans may not have a treatment plan for up to 30 percent of their stays in crisis beds—until the 72-hour treatment plan is complete.

In addition, one of the prisons we reviewed failed to comply with state regulations and Corrections’ policies for completing 72-hour treatment plans. As Table 4 shows, we reviewed 25 files for inmates who attempted or committed suicide from 2014 through 2016 who should have had 72-hour treatment plans following their admission to crisis beds at the four prisons. We found that mental health staff completed 23 of these 72-hour treatment plans. However, CCWF’s mental health staff did not complete a 72-hour treatment plan for two inmates, but rather completed a separate supplemental section, which does not serve as the 72-hour treatment plan. CCWF’s chief of mental health acknowledged that when she assumed her position in mid-2015, mental health staff were not completing all sections of the 72-hour treatment plans. She could not provide an explanation for this deficiency because she was not familiar with the guidance mental health staff had received at that time; however, she stated that after she noticed the practice, she reminded mental health staff that they needed to complete all sections of the 72-hour treatment plans.

Table 4
Problems With 72-Hour Treatment Plans at the Four Prisons We Reviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRISON</th>
<th>CCWF</th>
<th>CIW*</th>
<th>RJD</th>
<th>SAC</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of inmates who...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...should have had a 72-hour treatment plan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...did not receive a 72-hour treatment plan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...received a 72-hour treatment plan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing or incomplete items on the treatment plans reviewed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health diagnoses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication dosage and frequency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment goals with interventions and measurable objectives</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment methods, including frequency and persons responsible for each method</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-discharge follow-up plan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: California State Auditor’s analysis of mental health records for selected inmates at each of the four prisons reviewed, Corrections’ 2009 program guide, and California Code of Regulations Title 22, Section 79747.

* Staff at CIW completed one treatment plan more than 72 hours after the inmate was admitted to a crisis bed.
Moreover, none of the 23 completed 72-hour treatment plans we reviewed were adequate based on the elements state regulations require. For example, many of the 72-hour treatment plans were missing either the treatment methods, the frequency at which the treatment methods should be completed, or who was responsible for administering the methods. Without this information, inmates may not receive necessary treatment from the correct providers at appropriate intervals. In addition, many of the 72-hour treatment plans we reviewed had missing or incomplete discharge follow-up plans. It is vital that the treatment teams begin planning for inmates’ care following discharge from crisis beds as soon as possible because Corrections’ policies state that crisis-bed stays should be 10 days or fewer, although crisis-bed stays may surpass 10 days with the approval of the prison’s chief of mental health or a designee.

Further, some 72-hour treatment plans we reviewed had multiple deficiencies. For example, one 72-hour treatment plan at SAC—for an inmate admitted to a crisis bed after a suicide attempt in 2016—lacked specific treatment interventions, the frequency of treatment, and a discharge plan. Additionally, the prison’s mental health staff left several other sections of this plan blank, such as a statement of the inmate’s mental condition and descriptions of the long-term goals of the inmate and of the inmate’s participation in the treatment planning process. When we inquired, prison officials at SAC stated that this treatment plan was not acceptable and that management would address the deficiencies with the mental health staff member.

Corrections has been aware for years that its 72-hour treatment plans were inadequate, because multiple experts have reached this conclusion. For instance, a 1999 special master’s monitoring report found that several treatment team meetings failed to develop realistic and meaningful 72-hour treatment plans at one prison. The same report noted that another prison did not hold any treatment team meetings in the crisis-bed unit. Further, a special master’s review of inmate suicides that occurred in the second half of 2012 determined that the prisons had provided inadequate 72-hour treatment plans for about 33 percent of the inmates who committed suicide, while a similar special master’s review of inmate suicides that occurred in 2014 found that this number had risen to over 65 percent. Finally, the suicide expert found continued problems with the adequacy of treatment planning for patients identified as suicidal at all 18 prisons that he reviewed in his 2016 report on suicide prevention practices.

To address concerns related to treatment planning, Corrections stated that it implemented an internal audit of the quality of the 72-hour treatment plans beginning in September 2013. Every quarter, each prison must audit a random sample of 15 of its 72-hour treatment plans per institutional program, which includes
crisis beds. In these audits, the reviewers are instructed to examine 15 crucial aspects of the 72-hour treatment plans, including whether the interventions are measurable and specify frequency and duration, as well as whether the goals for the inmates are correlated to problems and interventions. According to Corrections’ quality administrator, a plan must meet 13 of the 15 criteria in order for a treatment plan to pass the internal audit. She also stated that if the audits identify a systemic problem in a program or prison, the prison must work with Corrections’ staff to create a corrective action plan that the prison must then submit to Corrections.

These audits found varying levels of treatment plan quality from 2014 through 2016 at the four prisons we reviewed. According to Corrections’ reports, its overall monthly rate of 72-hour treatment plans that met the audit criteria from 2014 through 2015 fluctuated between 0 percent and 67 percent, with no treatment plans meeting the audit criteria for 14 of these 24 months. According to the quality administrator, none of the audited plans met the criteria during these months because the audits were new and the standards were fairly high. In the second half of 2016, the overall monthly rate of treatment plans that met audit criteria fluctuated from 55 percent to 68 percent. However, in at least one month, all four prisons we reviewed had lower percentages of treatment plans that met the audit criteria than Corrections’ overall rate. In fact, in July 2016, only 33 percent of SAC’s audited treatment plans met the audit criteria. The quality administrator stated that the prisons have continued to struggle to pass the audits because Corrections had examined only the timeliness of 72-hour treatment plans before 2014. She explained that mental health staff should now be more aware of the standards as the result of several trainings. However, Corrections has had regulations in effect since 1996 that specify what a 72-hour treatment plan should include. Therefore, Corrections’ mental health staff should have already been aware of these requirements.

As part of this audit, we were also requested to determine whether CIW allows inmates identified as suicidal to have access to inmate program activities or movements, such as yard time. The chief of mental health at CIW explained that it had always been CIW’s policy to allow inmates in crisis beds access to yard time; however, prior to this audit, privileges for inmates would only be documented in treatment plans if access to these privileges was restricted in any way. He further described that any records of yard privileges for inmates in crisis beds would have been maintained by a recreation therapist separate from the treatment plan; however, CIW was unable to provide these records for the six inmates we reviewed. Thus, we were unable to determine whether these inmates had access to privileges like yard time. As a result of our audit, CIW stated that it has verbally instructed staff to improve their
documentation regarding inmate privileges such as yard time by indicating in treatment plans whether inmates have access to such privileges or by justifying why the inmates do not. Furthermore, in response to the suicide expert’s recommendation, Corrections updated its policies in June 2016 to allow inmates in crisis beds to have access to phone and visitation privileges equal to the privileges the inmates would have when not in a crisis bed—privileges which inmates in crisis beds at CIW were previously not allowed to have.

In conducting our audit work, we observed that some inmates faced delays in being placed in a crisis bed. Specifically, in certain cases, inmates must await assignment to crisis beds because only a limited number of these beds are available. Corrections’ policies require that inmates awaiting crisis beds be assigned to alternative housing, which is meant to be short-term and can include large holding cells or other housing where complete and constant visibility can be maintained. Inmates must be transferred out of alternative housing within 24 hours and, according to CCWF’s chief of mental health, alternative housing should provide a crisis-bed level of care. Thus, we expected that inmates who remain in alternative housing for more than 24 hours would receive the same documentation of care as inmates in crisis beds, including initial and—if necessary—72-hour treatment plans. However, Corrections’ clinical support chief for mental health stated that mental health staff complete treatment plans when inmates enter a new level of care and that alternative housing is a temporary placement rather than a level of care. She explained that completing treatment plans for inmates in alternative housing is not practical for various reasons, including that most alternative housing settings lack space to conduct confidential treatment plan meetings and not all members of the treatment team are required to see inmates in alternative housing. She also stated that inmates receive their standard medications while in alternative housing and that psychiatrists can order additional medication as necessary. Although these explanations appear to be reasonable, we remain concerned that Corrections has not always transferred inmates out of alternative housing within 24 hours.

For example, in a 2016 monitoring report, the special master found that 47 percent of CIW’s alternative housing stays and 36 percent of RJD’s alternative housing stays during the review period exceeded 24 hours. Our findings are similar to those of the special master. Specifically, 10 of 40 inmates we reviewed remained in alternative housing for more than 24 hours. For instance, one inmate was in alternative housing for approximately six days following a suicide attempt before being admitted to a crisis bed. Because she was discharged from the crisis bed about seven days after her admission, nearly half of her time at a crisis-bed level of care was spent in alternative housing. Of even greater concern,
Two inmates assigned to alternative housing ultimately committed suicide after not being admitted to crisis beds based on the mental health staff’s assessments of their mental health. Both of these inmates committed suicide within two weeks of discharge from alternative housing.

In order to address the fact that some inmates spend more than 24 hours in alternative housing while waiting to transfer to a crisis bed, Corrections submitted a budget change proposal for the 2017–18 fiscal year, requesting the construction of 100 new crisis beds. It is Corrections’ belief that adding additional crisis beds will help alleviate the issue of inmates spending more than 24 hours in alternative housing, because many of the inmates that spend more than 24 hours in alternative housing do so because no crisis beds are available. The Legislature approved Corrections’ request for 100 new crisis beds in its 2017–18 budget. According to the deputy director of the statewide mental health program, the 100 crisis beds should be sufficient; however, sufficiency assumes that the needs of Corrections’ inmate population will not change in ways that will require additional crisis beds. Also, Corrections has the ability to monitor alternative housing stays that exceed 24 hours as a part of its audit process, which we discuss in Chapter 3.

Prison Staff Did Not Sufficiently Monitor At-Risk Inmates or Respond to Suicide Attempts as Corrections’ Policies Require

At all four prisons we reviewed, we observed deficiencies in the prisons’ efforts to monitor inmates who were at risk of committing suicide. Staff at each of the four prisons failed to appropriately observe inmates within the required time interval, giving inmates greater opportunities to injure themselves with potentially lethal results. Further, we found instances where prison staff prefilled observation logs and did not stagger the timing of checks. In addition, Corrections has determined that prison staff did not always respond appropriately upon discovering that inmates had attempted to commit suicide. Specifically, Corrections’ reviews of inmate suicides found that prison staff sometimes failed to bring required life-saving equipment to the scene, did not appropriately relieve pressure on three hanged inmates’ airways, and did not always promptly summon medical responders. Although Corrections agreed that these issues are problematic, it has only recently taken steps to address them.
Prison Staff Did Not Always Monitor Inmates at High Risk of Suicide as Corrections’ Policies Require

Our review found that the four prisons have not always performed timely and appropriate checks of inmates placed on suicide precaution. As the text box shows, Corrections has established specific policies for monitoring inmates at risk of suicide, depending on whether they are in immediate danger of self-harm. Because suicide watch entails continuous, direct visual observation of inmates, we could not confirm through a review of watch logs whether this type of observation occurred. Instead, we focused our review on suicide precaution logs, which indicate when prison staff conducted their staggered behavior checks of inmates. Corrections’ policy requires prison staff to stagger their behavior checks of inmates on suicide precaution in intervals not to exceed 15 minutes. According to the chief nursing executive at CCWF, the purpose of staggering behavior checks is to ensure that inmates are not able to anticipate when checks will occur and hurt themselves between checks. Nonetheless, the records for 19 out of 25 inmates we reviewed who were placed on suicide precaution indicated they did not always receive staggered behavior checks. Table 5 on the following page presents the problems we identified with suicide precaution checks at the four prisons we reviewed. When prison staff do not stagger the timing of their behavior checks of inmates on suicide precaution, they increase the risk that inmates will be able to injure themselves, perhaps fatally.

Table 5 on the following page shows that the prisons we reviewed did not always conduct suicide precaution behavior checks in a timely manner and that, for several inmates, prison staff prefilled or preprinted the observation logs. All four prisons exceeded the maximum requirement of 15-minute intervals between checks for some inmates, with several intervals at SAC and CCWF exceeding 20 minutes. In one particularly egregious example, prison staff at CCWF checked on an inmate on suicide precaution 90 times, but exceeded 15 minutes between checks more than 35 times, with one gap lasting longer than one hour. Further, we found that staff appeared to prefill times for checks on observation logs for eight of the 19 inmates on suicide precaution that we reviewed in prisons that used paper logs, rather than electronic logs. For example, we found several instances of logs with preprinted observation times for three inmates on suicide precaution who required staggered

---

**Suicide Watch and Suicide Precaution**

When inmates are in crisis beds because of suicide risk and are in immediate danger of self-harm, they are placed on suicide watch, which entails the following:

- They are allowed only a no-tear smock or gown, a safety mattress, and a no-tear blanket. All furniture is removed.
- Staff must provide continuous, direct visual observation as well as nursing checks every 15 minutes.

When inmates are in crisis beds because of a high risk of attempting self-harm but are not in immediate danger, they are placed on suicide precaution, which entails the following:

- If they are at higher risk, they are allowed only a no-tear smock or gown, a safety mattress, and a no-tear blanket. If they are at lower risk, they are allowed certain clothing, reading and writing materials, and toiletries. Mental health staff must use their clinical judgment when allowing inmates access to these items.
- Staff must conduct staggered behavior checks of the inmate in intervals not to exceed 15 minutes.

Source: Corrections’ 2009 program guide.
checks. We also identified logs that listed observation times after inmates had been discharged, suggesting the logs were prefilled. This strongly suggests that staff may not have actually conducted visual observation at the times the logs indicate, and may not have conducted the observations at all.

Table 5
Problems With Monitoring of Inmates on Suicide Precaution at the Four Prisons We Reviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prison</th>
<th>Number of Inmates Out of 10 on Suicide Precaution</th>
<th>Inmates on Suicide Precaution Who Did Not Receive Staggered Checks</th>
<th>Number of Inmates on Suicide Precaution Who Received Checks with Intervals Greater Than 15 Minutes</th>
<th>Number of Inmates with Logs Not Completed Appropriately (i.e. Prefilled or Preprinted)</th>
<th>Total Number of Suicide Precaution Records Reviewed That Had at Least One of the Issues Identified in This Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCWF*</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIW*</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: California State Auditor’s review and analysis of health records for 10 inmates at each of the four prisons, Corrections’ 2009 program guide, and Corrections’ other policies.

* CCWF and CIW transitioned to an electronic health record system in October 2015, and suicide precaution checks are now recorded electronically in this system. Therefore, we could only test for prefilling/preprinting for four of the seven inmates on suicide precaution at CCWF and six of the seven inmates on suicide precaution at CIW.

Officials at the four prisons agreed that suicide precaution observations have been problematic. The chief of mental health at CCWF stated that checks might have been late or not appropriately staggered in the past because staff did not understand how to implement staggered checks. She also explained that staff shift changes can cause intervals between checks that exceed 15 minutes and that staff are sometimes unable to conduct checks at the required times because they are engaged with other inmates. Prison staff at SAC indicated that the prison used preprinted forms in the past to help nurses stagger their checks but stopped this practice after the suicide expert’s 2015 report stated that they were inappropriate. Further, they explained that SAC now conducts spot checks of its suicide precaution logs.

Although prison officials indicated the implementation of Corrections’ new electronic health record system should reduce some of the issues we found, we still identified problems in the prisons that have implemented the system. According to Corrections’ January 2016 report titled An Update to the Future of California Corrections, the electronic health record system allows providers to more efficiently prescribe treatment, maintain or
strengthen continuity of care, work cohesively with other treatment
team members, and monitor inmate progress. Both CCWF
and CIW implemented the system in October 2015, whereas
Corrections’ remaining prisons are in various stages of transitioning
to the new system, with Corrections estimating that all prisons
will have implemented it by October 2017. Prison officials at
CCWF and CIW indicated that the shift to the new system has
improved compliance with their monitoring of suicidal inmates
because providers can order the behavior checks and set when
they are due. However, we still found instances in which staff did
not stagger behavior checks after CIW and CCWF implemented
the system, and the checks continued to occur at predictable
intervals. Corrections’ chief psychologist of quality management
and informatics asserted that he believed it is difficult in practice
for mental health staff to mentally track every patient they are
monitored and plan to stagger the behavior checks. The continued
problems we observed with staggering behavior checks suggest that
Corrections needs to increase training for mental health staff on
how to properly stagger such checks.

Additionally, out of the four prisons we reviewed, SAC and RJD did
not regularly check on the welfare of inmates in certain housing
units as required by Corrections’ policies. The policies require that
prison staff regularly observe all inmates placed in certain housing
units.4 These checks, known as security welfare checks, should
occur at staggered intervals twice an hour, with the intervals not
exceeding 35 minutes. However, the security welfare check data
show that SAC and RJD did not conduct these checks as required.
For example, four of the 10 inmates we reviewed at SAC were
in segregated housing units, yet none appeared to have received
timely security welfare checks on the days they either committed
or attempted to commit suicide. For one of these inmates, SAC
could not provide any evidence demonstrating the welfare checks
occurred at all. For another inmate, the security welfare check log
shows some intervals between checks were longer than an hour on
the day the inmate committed suicide. According to a Corrections’
suicide report, when staff discovered the inmate’s body, more than
50 minutes had elapsed since the last check. As these examples
clearly show, when they do not check on inmates as required,
prison staff may miss opportunities to prevent inmates from
injuring themselves or attempting to commit suicide.

Although Corrections has recently taken steps to ensure that
prisons comply with the suicide precaution and security welfare
check policies, it is too soon to determine the effectiveness of

---

4 Inmates may be removed from a prison’s general population and placed in segregated housing
for various reasons, including that they pose an immediate threat to the safety of others.
these actions. In particular, the suicide expert recommended in his January 2015 report that Corrections enforce its policies regarding behavior checks at staggered intervals not to exceed 15 minutes between checks for inmates on suicide precaution. In response to this recommendation, Corrections issued a memorandum in March 2016 reiterating policies for inmates placed in crisis beds, including the requirements for observing inmates on suicide precaution. Additionally, Corrections’ quality administrator explained that it is developing an audit process that it plans to implement statewide for reviewing prisons’ compliance with its policies and procedures. Corrections’ regional teams will conduct this process, and it will include a review of suicide precaution logs and security welfare check logs. We describe this audit process in more detail in Chapter 3. Further, she indicated that as part of this audit process, Corrections is developing automated monitoring of suicide precaution checks in its electronic health record system to ensure compliance with Corrections’ policies. However, since Corrections has not yet finalized its development of the audit process, including the automated monitoring, it is too early to determine its effectiveness.

Finally, we found that mental health staff at CCWF, RJD, and CIW did not always make required daily progress notes for inmates in crisis beds. Corrections’ policies require mental health staff to assess and monitor on a daily basis the condition of inmates who are in crisis beds. According to the policies, mental health staff must document these daily contacts within 24 hours. However, four inmates we reviewed at CCWF, two inmates at RJD, and two inmates at CIW did not receive daily progress notes for at least one day while in crisis beds. Without these notes, prison staff are hindered in their ability to assess inmates’ progress and determine whether they should be either discharged or referred to a higher level of care. For example, an inmate at CCWF spent over 20 days in a crisis bed before she was discharged—more than twice as long as Corrections’ policies specify—yet she did not receive progress notes for several of the additional days. Had staff completed the daily progress notes, this inmate might have received the treatment she needed in a timelier manner. The chief of mental health at CCWF could not explain why staff did not make these progress notes. The quality administrator stated that Corrections does not currently monitor prisons’ compliance with requirements for daily progress notes for inmates in crisis beds but is open to incorporating such monitoring into its audit process once all prisons have transitioned to the electronic health record system in October 2017.
Corrections’ Suicide Reports Are Not Always Timely and Have Identified Various Concerns Regarding Prisons’ Compliance With Emergency Response Requirements

One of the experts engaged by the special master noted that the suicide review process and the issuance of suicide reports on each inmate suicide is one of the strengths of Corrections’ suicide prevention program. However, of the 16 suicide reports that we reviewed, Corrections completed nine later than the 60 days following a suicide that its policy requires. In two instances, Corrections took 137 days to complete a report—more than double the timeline established in its policies. Corrections’ clinical support chief attributed two of the late reports to a shortage of resources caused by a large number of suicides that occurred over a short time frame, while she explained that several others were late due to the complexities of the necessary reviews. However, she stated that delays in completing a suicide report would not delay Corrections from informing a prison of an urgent problem that needed immediate attention; in such cases, while reviewers are still on-site, they would inform the prison of the issue. Nevertheless, we believe that it is critical that Corrections complete these reports as expeditiously as possible because they are a crucial tool for identifying problems with the prisons’ clinical care and compliance with policies and procedures, including their emergency responses to suicides.

In fact, several suicide reports we reviewed identified that prison staff have not always complied with Corrections’ requirements and state regulations for how to respond to suicide attempts. For instance, state regulations and Corrections’ policy require that a cut-down kit be immediately accessible in each housing unit of a prison and that staff use the kit in cases of attempted hangings. The text box lists the cut-down kit’s required contents—several of which can be used to provide life-support care or clear an obstruction to an airway—which Corrections has identified as being critical to saving the life of inmates who attempt suicide by hanging. However, of the 15 suicides by hanging that we reviewed, Corrections’ suicide reports noted three instances in which responders did not indicate having or using all or part of a cut-down kit. For example, one suicide report found that prison staff immediately responding to the hanging did not use a resuscitator at the scene of the emergency. Rather, the report found that prison staff indicated the resuscitator was used after the inmate had been transported away from the scene of the emergency.

**Contents of a Cut-Down Kit**

A cut-down kit must be kept in a lockable metal box maintained within each housing unit and must contain the following:

- An inventory list affixed to the inside of the box door.
- One emergency cut-down tool.
- One single patient use resuscitator.
- One CPR mask.
- A minimum of 10 latex gloves.
- A disposable oral airway.

*Source: Corrections’ 2009 program guide.*
Corrections offered several possible explanations for why prison staff may not have carried or used the entire kit when responding to suicide attempts. According to an associate warden for the Division of Adult Institutions’ mental health compliance team (compliance team associate warden), staff who did not bring an entire cut-down kit may have had any missing items elsewhere on their persons or used their required training to perform the necessary life-saving measures. She also noted that the kits’ storage locations in some units may have restricted staff’s access to them. For example, she explained that some housing units store kits in secured control booths, even though the booth windows may not be large enough for the required metal boxes to pass through. According to the compliance team associate warden, this limitation has resulted in prisons using various bags, buckets, or other storage devices to store cut-down kits—all of which deviate from Corrections’ policy that prisons store kits in lockable metal boxes.

Corrections is aware of the problems related to the storage of the cut-down kits and is in the process of taking steps to address them. Specifically, the clinical support chief for mental health indicated that Corrections had formed a workgroup to address keeping the kits in bags rather than boxes so that they could be more easily stored in secured areas. The compliance team associate warden also explained that her team is in the process of developing a memo to update Corrections’ policies on when to use cut-down kits and how prison staff should maintain them. According to the compliance team associate warden, the memo will make some significant changes to Corrections’ current policies, including requiring that prisons keep all cut-down kit items together in a durable bag and that prison staff bring the kits to suicide attempts by asphyxiation in addition to hangings. It will also emphasize that staff must transport the entire kit to the scene of an emergency. The compliance team associate warden expects that Corrections will finish and implement the memo by August or September 2017. Without such changes to its policies, Corrections risks additional instances of prison staff not having the entire kit at a moment when it could potentially save an inmate’s life.

Corrections’ suicide reports also note other issues with prisons’ emergency response, and the suicide review process can result in changes to emergency response preparedness. For example, two suicide reports identified issues with the timing of summoning medical responders. Corrections addresses these types of issues by including recommendations in its suicide reports, which the prisons are responsible for implementing. Furthermore, Corrections’ policy requires specific staff to follow up with prisons to ensure that they implement the recommendations. To address several issues related to their emergency responses, the prisons involved submitted to Corrections evidence that they had provided additional training.
to their staff, which we believe is appropriate. In another example, three suicide reports identified concerns with staff not relieving pressure on an inmate's airway when the inmate was discovered hanging. However, CIW identified that prison staff involved in one of these incidents had most recently received suicide prevention training roughly six months before the suicide, but that the training did not provide specific instruction on relieving tension on the inmate's body by using a stable object for support. We find it concerning that Corrections omitted this critical information from this training, as its mental health policies have specified since 2009 that responding prison staff must relieve pressure on the inmate's airway. In 2016 Corrections updated its suicide prevention training to include instruction to support the inmate's airway. Corrections' clinical support chief stated that the information should have been included in previous versions of the training and that its omission was an oversight. She explained that the information was likely missing from previous versions of the training because when her team revised the training they focused on adding new issues rather than reviewing the training to ensure that all of the necessary information was included. She further explained that she was surprised to find that the information was missing, because the same team that assembled the 2009 program guide with Corrections' policies put together the training.

Recommendations

Legislature

To provide additional accountability for Corrections' efforts to respond to and prevent inmate suicides and attempted suicides, the Legislature should require that Corrections report to it in April 2018 and annually thereafter on the following issues:

- Its progress toward meeting its goals related to the completion of risk evaluations in a sufficient manner.
- Its progress toward meeting its goals related to the completion of 72-hour treatment plans in a sufficient manner.

Corrections

Corrections should immediately require mental health staff to score 100 percent on risk evaluation audits in order to pass. If a staff member does not pass, Corrections should require the prison to follow its current policies by reviewing additional risk evaluations to determine whether the staff member needs to undergo additional mentoring.
To ensure that it identifies inmates who are at risk of attempting suicide and determines the treatments needed to prevent them from doing so, Corrections should immediately reevaluate and revise its goals for the percentage of risk evaluations that mental health staff must complete on time and for the percentage of risk evaluations that must pass its risk evaluation audits. It should set revised goals that better take into consideration the importance of mental health staff completing adequate risk evaluations in a timely matter. Corrections should require prisons that perform below its revised goals to develop improvement plans.

To improve the quality of its risk evaluations, by December 2017 Corrections should develop and incorporate into its electronic risk evaluation form prompts to aid mental health staff in completing adequate risk evaluations that meet all audit criteria.

To minimize the number of inmates who spend more than 24 hours in alternative housing, Corrections should use the audit process it is developing to monitor the amount of time inmates spend in alternative housing and annually reassess its need for additional crisis beds.

To ensure that prisons document the privileges, such as yard time, that inmates receive while in a crisis bed, Corrections should immediately require prisons to develop and formalize policies to record on their treatment plans the privileges inmates are allowed and receive while in a crisis bed.

To ensure that prison staff conduct required checks of inmates placed on suicide precaution in a timely manner, Corrections should implement its automated process to monitor suicide precaution checks in its electronic health record system by the time it is implemented systemwide in October 2017. Further, Corrections should train staff on how to plan for and conduct staggered suicide precaution checks.

To monitor prisons’ compliance with its requirement that inmates in crisis beds receive daily progress notes, Corrections should implement monitoring of these notes electronically into its audit process by the time the electronic health record system is in use systemwide in October 2017. Corrections should require prisons that are out of compliance to develop and implement quality improvement plans, and it should follow up on the prisons’ implementation of those plans.

To ensure that prison staff appropriately respond to attempted suicides, Corrections should implement its proposed changes to its emergency response policies regarding cut-down kits by December 2017 and should include in its policies a method for monitoring prisons’ compliance.
Chapter 2

A NUMBER OF FACTORS HAVE LIKELY CONTRIBUTED TO HIGH RATES OF INMATE SUICIDES AND SUICIDE ATTEMPTS AT CIW

From 2014 through 2016, the rates of inmate suicides and suicide attempts at CIW were significantly higher than the rates at either CCWF or Corrections’ men’s prisons. Staff at Corrections and CIW provided several reasons for CIW’s elevated rates, including inmate drug involvement, domestic violence in interpersonal relationships between female inmates, and the transfer of additional inmates to CIW and CCWF following the conversion of a women’s prison to a men’s prison. Because suicide is the result of multiple factors, we believe many of these causes could have contributed to CIW’s high rates of suicides and suicide attempts. In addition, we identified several factors that many of Corrections’ prisons share in common that may influence rates of inmate suicides and suicide attempts. Specifically, Corrections has not established a means of ensuring that all staff receive required trainings related to suicide prevention and response, and as a result, some staff may not have the knowledge necessary to address inmates’ mental health needs. Further, Corrections has struggled to fill certain mental health staff vacancies, particularly for psychiatrist positions. Finally, Corrections has not recently updated its staffing model to ensure that the prisons have adequate staff to meet their inmates’ mental health needs.

Corrections Has Identified Possible Causes for the High Suicide Rate at CIW

As the Introduction discusses, the rates of suicides and suicide attempts at women’s prisons in California have increased over the last several years. After declining from 2012 through 2013, the rates of both suicides and attempted suicides at women’s prisons rose dramatically, from 3.7 attempts and 0.35 suicides per 1,000 inmates in 2014 to 10.3 attempts and 0.63 suicides in 2016.

Further, as Table 6 on the following page shows, the rates of suicides and attempted suicides at women’s prisons were significantly higher and less stable than the rates at other prisons in California during this same time period. Although the increase in female inmate suicides is dramatic, Corrections’ clinical support chief noted that even one suicide can significantly affect the rate because of the small population of female inmates. However, she acknowledged that there have been more suicides among female inmates than she would have expected and she believes that California’s rates are high in comparison to large prison systems in other states.
### Table 6

Suicides and Attempted Suicides in Adult Prisons From 2012 Through 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ATTEMPTED SUICIDES</th>
<th>SUICIDES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>PER 1,000 INMATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2012</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's prisons</td>
<td>6,643</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other prisons‡</td>
<td>119,633</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All prisons</td>
<td>126,276</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2013</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's prisons</td>
<td>5,627</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other prisons‡</td>
<td>117,611</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All prisons</td>
<td>123,238</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2014</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's prisons</td>
<td>5,646</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other prisons‡</td>
<td>117,006</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All prisons</td>
<td>122,652</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2015</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's prisons</td>
<td>4,887</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other prisons‡</td>
<td>109,243</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All prisons</td>
<td>114,130</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2016</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's prisons</td>
<td>4,743</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other prisons‡</td>
<td>114,938</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All prisons</td>
<td>119,681</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5‑YEAR TOTALS</strong></td>
<td>168</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: California State Auditor's analysis of Corrections' COMPSTAT metrics and additional information on suicides provided by various prisons.

* Inmate population is the average of the 12 months in each year.

† The numbers we present here reflect our amendments to Corrections' COMPSTAT data. As we discuss in Chapter 3, our review of various records from individual prisons revealed that COMPSTAT has consistently underreported the number of suicides in California prisons. We have therefore adjusted the number of suicides in 2013, 2015, and 2016 to include three suicides that we identified at CIW, RJD, and SAC that were not included in the COMPSTAT data; however, we caution that these numbers may still not be accurate.

‡ According to a COMPSTAT research program specialist, Corrections expresses its numbers in COMPSTAT by institution and not by gender. Thus, Women's prisons includes CCWF and CIW, as well as the former Valley State Prison for Women (VSPW) in 2012, and CCWF and CIW from 2013 through 2016. All other prisons comprises nearly all male inmates; however, it does include inmates in other facilities, including some that house both men and women, such as certain medical facilities, and Folsom State Prison, which has a small women's facility.

The clinical support chief offered three primary reasons for why the suicide rate at women’s prisons has been high in recent years. First, she explained that unlike male inmates, female inmates tend to build family units within prisons, and Corrections has found that domestic violence can occur within these units. She believes that this domestic violence has contributed to the higher suicide rates at women’s prisons. She stated that in order to address this issue, Corrections is planning to develop a curriculum regarding same-sex domestic violence for female inmates who receive mental health services.
The second reason the clinical support chief pointed to was drug involvement. Specifically, she explained that substance abuse affects female inmates differently than male inmates because incarcerated women have high levels of past trauma. That trauma, combined with substance abuse, likely increases the risk of suicide. According to the clinical support chief, drugs or drug trafficking were involved in four of the six most recent suicides in women's prisons. She stated that in order to address this issue, Corrections is hoping to finalize a contract in the near future to establish a co-occurring disorders program at CIW and at other prisons. She explained that this program would be modeled on best practices that combine mental health issues with treatment for substance abuse.

Finally, the third reason she cited was that the realignment of prisons changed the composition of the inmate population in state prisons. In 2011 the Legislature passed various laws that realigned the criminal justice system by allowing inmates who were not convicted of serious or violent felonies, or felonies requiring registration as a sex offender, to serve their sentences in county jails rather than state prisons. She explained that as a consequence of realignment and lower-level offenders being sentenced to county jails, inmates who remain in state prisons generally have more severe behavioral issues and are more likely to have committed violent crimes. She also said that inmates who have committed violent crimes are potentially more likely to commit suicide because they have a history of using violence as a response to various situations, including self-directed violence. As a result, female inmates in the State’s prisons may be more likely to make lethal suicide attempts.

These reasons, however, apply to all female inmates and do not necessarily explain the difference in the rates of suicides and attempts between CIW and CCWF, which are both women’s prisons. As Table 1 in the Introduction shows, all but one of the suicides occurring from 2014 through 2016 at the two women’s prisons we reviewed occurred at CIW. During this same period, there were also more suicide attempts at CIW than at CCWF, despite CIW’s smaller inmate population. For example, there were 11 attempted suicides at CCWF in 2015, but 34 attempted suicides at CIW. We asked the clinical support chief why she thought the suicide and suicide attempt rates at CIW were higher than those at CCWF from 2014 through 2016 and she stated that she did not have any easy hypotheses for why the rates were higher at CIW. She additionally described that based on her understanding, the characteristics of the inmates at CIW and CCWF do not seem to differ significantly. Moreover, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has identified that suicidal behavior results from a combination of many factors—including genetic, developmental, environmental, psychological, social, and cultural factors—operating through diverse and complex pathways. It is therefore likely that there are many components to the cause for the difference in suicide and suicide attempt rates between CIW and CCWF.
Prison officials at CIW, however, did identify one other explanation for why the suicide rate at CIW was elevated from 2014 through 2016: they attributed the increased suicide rate at CIW to the conversion of VSPW to a men's prison and the subsequent transfer of higher-security-level inmates to CIW than the prison was designed to house. Corrections converted VSPW to a men's prison due to the decline in the number of female inmates in state prisons following realignment. According to Corrections' acting associate warden of female offender programs and services, Corrections transferred about 970 inmates to CCWF and 400 inmates to CIW from VSPW from September 2012 through January 2013. Two chief psychologists and a senior psychologist at CIW stated that the transfer of inmates resulted in a number of negative effects, including increases in gang influences, more drugs, higher-security-level inmates, and increased conflict in the housing units. The chief executive officer at CIW explained that CIW was not designed to house high-security-level offenders, and he agreed that the change in prison culture following the conversion of VSPW may have contributed to the increase in suicides and attempted suicides. We attempted to verify whether high-security-level inmates were transferred to CIW; however, Corrections' acting associate warden of female offender programs and services explained that Corrections does not have a historical breakdown of that information.

Although Corrections acknowledged at the time that the conversion of VSPW to a men's prison might significantly affect CIW and CCWF, it did little to prepare those prisons. According to documentation Corrections provided, beginning in 2011, Corrections developed action plans for the conversion of VSPW and held meetings with certain stakeholders to discuss these plans. However, Corrections was unable to provide evidence of such a meeting occurring at CIW. Further, CIW officials were unable to recall the occurrence of such a meeting. Corrections distributed a memorandum in late August 2012 announcing the conversion of VSPW and the resulting transfer of its female inmates to CIW, CCWF, and certain other special programs beginning the next month. However, the memorandum lacked any details regarding the steps the prisons should take to prepare for the new inmates; instead, it simply stated that the support of the wardens in ensuring their prisons’ assistance was appreciated. According to Corrections’ acting associate warden of female offender programs and services, the wardens at each prison were responsible for preparing their staff for the conversion and the subsequent increases in their inmate populations. Both an associate warden at CIW and its chief executive officer confirmed that, beyond the standard preparations made for inmate transfers, they could not remember any special preparations or training that CIW provided for its staff.

Two chief psychologists and a senior psychologist at CIW stated that the transfer of inmates resulted in a number of negative effects, including increases in gang influences, more drugs, higher-security-level inmates, and increased conflict in the housing units.
The inmates who transferred from VSPW were not the majority of those attempting suicide at either CIW or CCWF. This supports CIW officials’ perspective that there was a cultural change at the prison subsequent to the transfers. According to CIW, inmates who transferred from VSPW committed 8 percent of the suicides and suicide attempts at CIW from 2014 through 2016. Similarly, CCWF’s data show inmates who transferred from VSPW committed 12 percent of the suicide attempts at CCWF during this period. CIW’s chief executive officer stated that before the transfer of inmates from VSPW, he would have described CIW as a prison that had relatively few issues with inmates. He explained that he could no longer describe the prison in this way after the transfer because the inmates from VSPW brought with them a culture of substance abuse, illegal drug trading, and violence related to drug trafficking.

**CIW and Other Prisons Have Not Ensured That Their Staff Have Received Required Training on Suicide Prevention and Response**

As we describe in the previous section, Corrections and CIW were able to identify certain factors that are unique to CIW and CCWF and that may have contributed to CIW’s high rates of suicides and suicide attempts. However, we identified additional factors that may increase the risk of inmate suicides and attempts at both men’s and women’s prisons throughout the State. One of these factors is Corrections’ failure to ensure that prison staff receive required training related to suicide prevention and response. We believe this lack of training may have contributed to some of the problems we identify in Chapter 1.

Because effective suicide prevention and response at prisons requires a collective effort, staff that routinely interact with inmates should receive training on how to identify and help inmates at risk of suicide as well as on how to respond to suicide attempts. When staff fail to fulfill their duties as Corrections’ policies require, it may result in the serious injury or death of inmates whose lives depend on both the quality and promptness of the interventions that staff provide. The Joint Legislative Audit Committee (Audit Committee) asked us to evaluate the adequacy of the mental health and suicide prevention training specifically for CIW staff, and we found that the prison did not ensure that its staff received the required trainings. We also identified similar attendance concerns at the three other prisons we reviewed, and we found that some trainings need improvement in terms of their content and delivery.

Officials at CIW could not demonstrate that some staff had attended required training courses related to inmate suicide. State regulations and Corrections’ policies require each prison to ensure that all staff
whose assignments routinely involve inmate contact complete various trainings related to suicide prevention and response. The text box lists some of these trainings. In addition, we reviewed a training on working with female offenders, which provides information and skills that support managing female inmates safely and effectively. However, when we reviewed training records for a selection of staff at CIW, we found that prison officials could not demonstrate whether some staff had attended certain trainings. Specifically, the in-service training manager at CIW could not demonstrate that four of the 20 staff members attended a required annual suicide prevention training during 2016. Further, of the 15 mental health staff we reviewed who were required to take the same course at CIW in 2015, the prison’s documentation shows that only nine attended. Moreover, some mental health staff at CIW did not attend a required training on conducting risk evaluations or receive mentoring. Corrections requires staff who will be evaluating whether inmates are at risk of suicide to attend a training on how to complete risk evaluations. We reviewed 10 psychologists, psychiatrists, or social workers who were required to attend this training within 180 days of hire; however, the documents the prison provided demonstrate that only six did so. Further, we found that CIW did not adequately audit risk evaluations for five of the 10 mental health staff we reviewed, and did not provide mentoring for two mental health staff that failed the audit. As Chapter 1 explains, the correct completion of risk evaluations is critical because they help mental health staff identify inmates who are likely to attempt suicide as well as the treatments needed to prevent them from doing so.

CIW provided several reasons for why it was unable to demonstrate that certain staff attended the required trainings. In particular, the in-service training manager explained that some of the staff simply did not attend the training. However, he also stated that before May 2015, CIW did not effectively track its training. Further, he explained that staff in the training units at CIW and other prisons do not always record attendance—which is demonstrated by a sign-in sheet—in Corrections’ tracking system. He indicated that as a result, when staff transfer to CIW, CIW must directly contact the prisons at which they previously worked to determine if those prisons can provide the sign-in sheets for trainings. This situation could lead to staff missing required trainings. For example, CIW’s in-service training manager stated that one staff member we

---

**Selected Training That Corrections Requires Related to Suicide Prevention and Response**

**Annual Suicide Prevention:** Provides staff with a basic understanding of suicide prevention and their roles when working in a prison. This training includes elements related to responding to suicide attempts.

**Risk Evaluation Mentoring Program:** Provides one-on-one training and mentoring on the administration of risk evaluations. Mentoring includes feedback on suicide assessment, risk formulation, and crisis intervention skills.

**Risk Evaluation for Mental Health Staff:** Focuses on practical methods to improve the accuracy and reliability of risk assessments across staff and settings. This training is designed to complement the risk evaluation mentoring program.

**Safety/Treatment Planning Within Suicide Risk Assessment and Management:** Helps mental health staff know when and how to create adequate treatment/safety plans that contain specific actions mental health staff and inmates will undertake to reduce risk of suicide.

**Sources:** State regulations, Corrections' policies, 2016 lesson plans, and presentation slides for the listed trainings.
reviewed had received the required suicide prevention training at a different prison in 2016, but he could not provide documentation that the staff member had actually received this training.

Some of the problems we found are not unique to CIW: Corrections reported that not all staff at the prisons we reviewed received required trainings in 2016. For example, at SAC, about half of the required staff received training on the principles of safety planning for suicidal inmates. Attendance compliance at RJD, CIW, and CCWF was 72 percent, 83 percent, and 89 percent, respectively, with this training requirement, according to Corrections’ reports. Staff attendance rates for the annual suicide prevention training ranged from 68 percent at CIW to 95 percent at CCWF. Staff attendance was similar for the suicide risk evaluation mentoring, with reported attendance rates ranging from 71 percent at SAC to 95 percent at CCWF. Corrections’ clinical support chief stated that Corrections has not followed up with the prisons regarding the reasons for the low attendance rates. She explained that although the prisons provide Corrections with some staff attendance rates at trainings, Corrections does not request that they explain or justify those rates. Rather, she stated that Corrections relies on the prisons’ in-service training units and chiefs of mental health to address training noncompliance issues. Lastly, although not a training on suicide prevention, a program regarding working with female offenders was offered in 2015 and 2016. CIW and CCWF reported average staff attendance rates of 74 percent and 91 percent, respectively, for this training.

This is not a new problem, nor is it isolated. In his 2016 report regarding selected prisons’ suicide prevention practices, the suicide expert also identified concerns with staff attendance at required trainings in 2014. Specifically, he found that attendance for the annual suicide prevention training across 18 prisons varied from 0 percent to 100 percent during the period he reviewed. He reported that 94 percent of custody staff, 69 percent of medical staff, and 63 percent of mental health staff received the annual suicide prevention training in the 18 prisons during 2014. He concluded that the compliance rates for training both medical and mental health staff remained problematic.

In addition, our review found that CIW’s trainers themselves have missed required classes. Corrections requires that instructors teaching suicide prevention and risk evaluation trainings participate in specific train-the-trainer courses. Although both of CIW’s instructors for the suicide prevention training and the instructor for the risk evaluation training attended the required courses, only one of five of its mentors had received the necessary training. Further, the two suicide prevention trainers taught several trainings before they were qualified to do so per Corrections’ requirements. CIW’s suicide prevention
team coordinator stated that she received training from Corrections and that she subsequently provided training to all mentors. She explained that she believed the training she provided was sufficient to fulfill the training requirements for mentors. However, the clinical support chief stated that all mental health staff are required to receive Corrections’ training before mentoring other staff. She further explained that, at one point, Corrections allowed prisons to train their own mentors, but it discontinued this practice around 2013 after realizing the content was not always adequately communicated.

Unless Corrections ensures that its trainers have the knowledge and tools necessary to provide instruction in an engaging and effective manner, it reduces the effectiveness of its training about suicide prevention practices. In the suicide expert’s January 2015 report, he stated that he attended the required one-hour suicide prevention trainings at seven prisons and that many were problematic. For example, the suicide expert noted that at one of the trainings, the instructor simply read the nearly 40 PowerPoint slides at a fairly quick pace, ending the presentation after about 25 minutes. The suicide expert pointed out that another training lasted roughly 40 minutes and that the only interaction between the instructor and the participants occurred when one participant asked about the length of the class. He also observed that one prison had only offered the suicide prevention training via DVD. If Corrections does not ensure that all trainers receive instruction on delivery, it risks its trainers poorly presenting information and failing to create meaningful discussions regarding the training topic, which significantly diminishes the value to those attending the training.

Additionally, we found that some of Corrections’ suicide prevention trainings were missing required content. For example, Corrections’ policies require that the annual suicide prevention and response training explain how to handle situations in which inmates with mental health concerns commit violations of prison rules. However, we did not find such content in the suicide prevention training from 2014 through 2016. Corrections offers a training that focuses on situations involving violations of prison rules, but that training is not offered to everyone whom Corrections requires to take the annual suicide prevention training. Corrections must also follow a 2015 court order requiring it to incorporate into its trainings certain topics that the suicide expert’s January 2015 report outlines. The suicide expert recommended that Corrections expand the length and content of certain suicide prevention trainings by including various topics, such as dealing effectively with inmates perceived to be manipulative. Although the annual suicide prevention training, risk evaluation training, and a training aimed at helping staff improve the accuracy of diagnoses contained discussion of such perceptions, a webinar on treatment planning in risk evaluations did not. Without required content, Corrections’ trainings will lack effectiveness in
preventing suicides and improving responses to attempted suicides. For example, if Corrections’ staff assume inmates are expressing suicidal thoughts in order to obtain some benefit—in other words, are being manipulative—the staff may miss important warning signs of impending suicide attempts.

Staff Vacancies Continue to Challenge Corrections’ Ability to Provide Sufficient Mental Health Services to Inmates

For more than 20 years, Corrections has continued to struggle to fill key mental health position vacancies, creating the risk that it may not be able to adequately serve inmates in need of mental health services. In a May 2016 report, the special master recounts that the court in Coleman ruled in 1995 that Corrections was significantly and chronically understaffed in the area of mental health care services and did not have sufficient staff to treat the large numbers of mentally ill inmates in its custody. The special master reported that during the intervening 20 years, the proportion of Corrections’ inmates requiring mental health care soared from less than 15 percent to 29 percent of the total inmate population, for a total of nearly 37,000 inmates requiring mental health care. In 2002 the court ordered Corrections to maintain a vacancy rate among psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers of not more than 10 percent.

When we reviewed Corrections’ data on three key positions the court identified—psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers—we found that vacancy rates were highest among psychiatrists. According to our analysis of Corrections’ data, its prisons overall had a 31 percent vacancy rate for psychiatrists, 9 percent for psychologists, and 2 percent for social workers as of December 2016. Each of the four prisons we reviewed had vacancy rates below 10 percent for social workers and at or below 10 percent for psychologists. However, CCWF, RJD, and SAC have continued to struggle to fill psychiatrist positions, with vacancy rates of about 32 percent, 31 percent, and 44 percent, respectively. According to a March 2017 report from the National Council for Behavioral Health, there is a national shortage of psychiatrists. Only CIW had vacancy rates below 10 percent for all three classifications. When prisons do not maintain adequate mental health staff, their ability to provide quality mental health care to inmates can suffer. For example, according to the coordinator of SAC’s suicide prevention team, a shortage of psychiatrists has a trickle-down effect because if inmates do not receive the proper medication, they may act out more and require additional attention or therapy, exacerbating mental health staff’s already heavy workloads.
Furthermore, the prisons’ total authorized mental health positions may not be enough to fulfill inmates’ needs. For example, CIW’s chief of mental health stated that even when CIW’s mental health positions are almost fully staffed, mental health staff still feel overwhelmed and do not have time to meet with inmates as often as they believe is needed. Similarly, the chief of mental health at CCWF stated that although workloads seem manageable based on Corrections’ minimum requirements for mental health care, inmates sometimes require significantly more visits than the minimum required, effectively increasing staff workload. She explained that given the increased workload for suicide prevention, mental health staff may neglect routine but important tasks, such as completing follow-up suicide risk evaluations, to focus on urgent matters, such as responding to imminent suicide threats.

The staffing problems that these prisons noted are likely in part due to the fact that Corrections has not updated its staffing model since 2009. Specifically, the chiefs of mental health at both CIW and CCWF expressed the need for Corrections to revisit the staffing model it uses to determine the number of mental health staff needed per prison. For example, CCWF’s chief of mental health indicated that the staffing ratios for women’s prisons is 20 percent higher than staffing ratios for men’s prisons in the model; however, this adjustment is not enough to compensate for the increased number of mental health crises and referrals that arise with the female inmate population. Corrections’ associate director of policy and clinical support (associate director) acknowledged that Corrections has not revised the model since 2009, eight years ago. She explained that when calculating the number of staff needed per prison, the model does not take into account the following factors: gender; facility layout; security level; and number of inmates in each security level, excluding restricted housing. The associate director explained that she believes Corrections needs to revisit the 2009 staffing model to take into account some of these factors as well as Corrections’ revised policies, recent court orders, the prisons’ implementation of the new electronic health record system, and the prisons’ adherence to requirements based on its current filled positions.
Recommendations

**Legislature**

To provide additional accountability for Corrections’ efforts to respond to and prevent inmate suicides and attempted suicides, the Legislature should require that Corrections report to it in April 2018 and annually thereafter on the following issues:

- The status of its efforts to ensure that all mental health staff receive required training and mentoring related to suicide prevention and response.
- The status of its efforts to fill vacancies in its mental health treatment programs, especially its efforts to hire and retain psychiatrists.

**Corrections**

To address the unique circumstances that may increase its female inmates’ rates of suicide and suicide attempts, Corrections should take the following actions:

- Implement its planned same-sex domestic violence curriculum by December 2017.
- Continue to explore additional programs that could address the suicide risk factors for female inmates.

To ensure that all prison staff receive required training related to suicide prevention and response, Corrections should immediately implement a process for identifying prisons where staff are not attending required trainings and for working with the prisons to solve the issues preventing attendance.

To ensure that trainers and risk evaluation mentors at all prisons are able to train staff effectively, Corrections should immediately begin requiring prisons to report the percentage of their trainers and mentors who have received training on how to conduct training and mentoring. It should work with prisons to ensure that all trainers and mentors receive adequate training.

To maximize the value of its trainings related to suicide prevention and response, Corrections should ensure that starting in January 2018, its trainings include all content that the special master and its own policies require.
To ensure that it has enough staff to provide mental health services to all inmates who require care, Corrections should review and revise its mental health staffing model by August 2018.
Chapter 3

TO REDUCE INMATE SUICIDES AND ATTEMPTS, CORRECTIONS MUST STRENGTHEN ITS OVERSIGHT AND DEMONSTRATE GREATER LEADERSHIP

Corrections has struggled for decades to adequately provide mental health services to inmates. As a result, most of its efforts to reduce its inmate suicide rates in recent years have been in response to court-ordered oversight. For example, in response to the suicide expert’s 2015 recommendations, it adopted a number of policies, implemented facility improvements, and improved its training. However, its policies are unlikely to have significant impact if it does not ensure that the prisons fully implement and adhere to them—which it has yet to do. Although Corrections stated it is developing an audit process to ensure that prisons comply with policies and procedures, it has known about their noncompliance for years, and it is uncertain as to when it will fully implement this process across all prisons. Similarly, Corrections created teams at each of the prisons to specifically focus on suicide prevention and response; however, it has not ensured that these teams consistently provide leadership on critical issues. In addition, Corrections has not always proactively sought opportunities to demonstrate leadership in regards to documenting and disseminating programs or best practices for preventing inmate suicide.

Although Corrections Has Developed Policies and Training to Address Past Recommendations, It Has Not Ensured That Prisons Fully Implement These Changes

From November 2013 through July 2014, the suicide expert conducted a comprehensive audit of suicide prevention practices in each of Corrections’ prisons. This audit resulted in a January 2015 report containing 32 recommendations. The court in Coleman subsequently ordered Corrections to work with the special master to develop strategies to implement these recommendations, and it also ordered the suicide expert to provide an updated report on Corrections’ progress. The suicide expert completed this updated report in January 2016, in which he stated that Corrections had begun to implement corrective actions in response to his recommendations. Through the adoption of new policies, improvements to its facilities, changes to its trainings, and other actions, Corrections has now addressed the majority of the recommendations from the suicide expert’s January 2015 report. Table 7 on the following page lists selected recommendations from the suicide expert’s 2015 report to Corrections and Corrections’ responses to those recommendations.
# Table 7
**Selected Recommendations From the Suicide Expert’s 2015 Report**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>CORRECTIONS’ ACTION IN RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>DATE ACTION TAKEN</th>
<th>IS CORRECTIONS ENFORCING/MONITORING COMPLIANCE WITH THIS POLICY?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrections should revise its risk evaluation mentoring program to require ongoing mentoring throughout the year and audit mental health staff’s risk evaluations on a regularly scheduled basis.</td>
<td>Issued memorandum to all prisons implementing a revised mentoring program and describing regular audits of risk evaluations.</td>
<td>March 2016</td>
<td>No. Corrections tracks aggregate information the prisons report to monitor compliance, but does not follow up with the prisons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections should enforce its policy authorizing only two levels of observation for suicidal inmates: suicide precaution and suicide watch.</td>
<td>Issued memorandum to all prisons reiterating existing policy that the only two levels of observation are suicide precaution and suicide watch.</td>
<td>March 2016</td>
<td>No. Will begin monitoring systemwide once it finalizes its audit process, which does not have an implementation date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections should take action to correct inaccurate documentation on inmate suicide precaution observation forms.</td>
<td>Issued memorandum to all prisons reiterating existing policy regarding documentation on suicide precaution observation forms.</td>
<td>March 2015</td>
<td>No. Will begin monitoring systemwide once it finalizes its audit process, which does not have an implementation date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections should enforce its policy of housing only newly admitted inmates in administrative segregation units in retrofitted suicide-resistant cells for their first 72 hours of admission to the prison.</td>
<td>Included reiteration of this policy in its annual suicide prevention training.</td>
<td>July 2015</td>
<td>No. Will begin monitoring systemwide once it finalizes its audit process, which does not have an implementation date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections should ensure all crisis beds are suicide resistant.</td>
<td>Developed a schedule to begin retrofitting cells at identified prisons.</td>
<td>November 2015</td>
<td>Corrections indicated one prison required extensive retrofitting and is still in progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections should revise its policy so that all inmates discharged from a crisis bed or alternative housing, where they had been housed due to suicidal behavior, are observed at 30-minute intervals by custody staff, regardless of the housing units to which they are transferred.</td>
<td>Issued revised policy regarding checks of inmates discharged from crisis beds, and is working to finalize a policy regarding alternative housing.</td>
<td>January 2016</td>
<td>No. Will begin monitoring systemwide once it finalizes its audit process, which does not have an implementation date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections should take corrective action to address inconsistencies between privileges allowed for patients in crisis beds.</td>
<td>Issued memo reiterating and clarifying policy regarding privileges for inmates in crisis beds. (revised February 2017)</td>
<td>June 2016</td>
<td>No. Will begin monitoring systemwide once it finalizes its audit process, which does not have an implementation date.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: The suicide expert’s 2015 report, Corrections’ memoranda, and interviews with Corrections’ officials.

Several of the recommendations from the suicide expert’s 2015 report directed Corrections to revise, examine, or enforce existing policies. Corrections addressed several of these recommendations by issuing memos to the prisons that either reiterate or revise policies. For example, Corrections’ 2009 program guide states that custody staff must conduct hourly checks for the first 24 hours after discharge of inmates at risk of suicide who had been admitted to a crisis bed or alternative housing. However, the suicide expert recommended in his 2015 report that these checks occur at 30-minute intervals. In response to this recommendation, Corrections issued a memorandum in January 2016 requiring checks every 30 minutes for the first 24 hours that inmates are discharged from crisis beds.
Corrections is working to finalize a similar policy for inmates released from alternative housing. Further, Corrections made changes to its suicide prevention training and risk evaluation mentoring program.

However, Corrections has yet to fully ensure prisons’ compliance with the new and revised policies resulting from the suicide expert’s recommendations. For example, despite these policies, many of the problems we identify in Chapter 1 relate to the completion and quality of both risk evaluations and treatment plans. Further, these same issues have persisted for years: court-ordered reports by the special master dating back to 2002 identified similar concerns. In addition, Corrections has yet to ensure attendance at suicide prevention team meetings, as we describe later in this chapter. Further, as we show in Chapter 1, the monitoring it currently provides does not result in significant positive change at the prisons. Although revising policies and holding trainings are important parts of improving prisons’ ability to prevent and respond to suicides, Corrections cannot ensure that prisons actually comply with its policies unless it provides adequate monitoring.

Corrections is still developing an audit process to, among other things, track implementation of several of the suicide expert’s recommendations. According to Corrections’ quality administrator, Corrections is integrating certain recommendations from the suicide expert’s report into an audit process for conducting audits of prisons’ compliance with policies and procedures. The portion of the audit process conducted on site at the prisons rates 12 broad areas—including treatment planning processes, suicide prevention and response to suicide, leadership, staffing, and quality management—on a scale ranging from proficient to urgent concerns. The resulting reports include specific recommendations.

We reviewed the report of a pilot audit that Corrections conducted of a certain prison and found that the audit was thorough and critical in its analysis of identified deficiencies. According to the report, the audit combined performance data, document reviews, patient and staff interviews, health care record reviews, and the regional teams’ on-site observations of the prison’s day-to-day operations. Our review suggests that the audit process may prove helpful as Corrections begins improving areas in which it has consistently struggled, particularly because it requires monitoring of several of the suicide expert’s recommendations. For example, in response to one of the suicide prevention expert’s recommendations, Corrections issued a memo to prisons in March 2016 that explicitly states that they can use only suicide watch or precaution levels of observation for suicidal inmates in crisis beds. According to the health care administrator in charge
of quality control, Corrections added instructions on reviewing prisons’ use of suicide watch and precaution to the audit process in response to the suicide expert’s recommendations.

Nevertheless, the audit process has been in development for some time. According to Corrections’ chief psychologist of the health care division, the court in Coleman indicated several times that Corrections needs to demonstrate that it has a full quality improvement system in place that includes processes for continually monitoring, enforcing, and improving its policies and procedures. She explained that, to comply with this requirement with the eventual goal of replacing the court’s monitoring, Corrections began developing the audit process and expanded the role of its regional teams, who will be following it. Corrections’ quality administrator stated that Corrections first began development of the audit process in 2013, that the regional teams have conducted several initial audits of selected prisons, and that they plan to continue developing the process for use systemwide in the future. However, the quality administrator indicated that Corrections has not established a concrete date for implementation of the audit process systemwide. Corrections’ quality administrator stated that it is continuing to work collaboratively with the special master to finalize the audit process. Until Corrections fully implements the audit process systemwide, it lacks assurance as to whether its prisons are adhering to the policies it put in place to address several of the suicide expert’s recommendations.

Additionally, despite issuing and revising numerous policies, Corrections has not updated its program guide to reflect these changes since 2009, creating the potential for confusion for the prisons that must implement those policies. Corrections’ clinical support chief stated that it would have to coordinate any formal revision to the entire program guide with the special master. However, she explained that prisons can access all of Corrections’ policy changes at a central location on its intranet. Further, in March 2017 the court in Coleman encouraged Corrections to update its program guide through the publication of addenda called “pocket parts.” However, the fact that prison and mental health staff must refer both to the program guide and to any relevant update memos and addenda when determining how to implement policies, is inefficient and adds needless confusion to an already complex process.

Updating the program guide would also help Corrections to identify and correct inconsistencies within it. For example, the program guide states that inmates must not stay in crisis beds for more than 10 days without the approval of a high-ranking official. However, one part of the program guide states that approval must come from the chief of mental health or the appropriate designee,
whereas another part states that approval must come from the chief psychiatrist or the appropriate designee. These are different positions at the four prisons we reviewed. Although we did not identify specific concerns related to this discrepancy, it is further indicative of the need for Corrections to review and revise its program guide. When Corrections does not ensure that prisons are implementing policy changes appropriately or does not document its policies in a clear, organized, consistent, and consolidated fashion, it risks creating confusion and inconsistency in the treatment that prisons provide to inmates. According to Corrections’ deputy director of the statewide mental health program, Corrections intends to incorporate appropriate portions of the program guide into state regulations, which will help strengthen Corrections’ mental health system. She explained that Corrections has been working on memorializing the policies in regulations, but has yet to begin the formal process for promulgating the regulations and does not have a time frame for when it intends to begin this process.

**Corrections Has Not Ensured That Prisons’ Suicide Prevention Teams Adequately Fulfill the Purposes for Which They Were Created**

Although Corrections established a statewide suicide prevention team as well as suicide prevention teams at each of the prisons, it has not ensured that these teams exercise sufficient leadership to help prevent suicides. To reduce the risk of inmate suicides, Corrections’ policies require the suicide prevention teams to provide staff with training and guidance with regard to suicide prevention, response, reporting, and review. Corrections’ policies state that the statewide suicide prevention team and teams at each prison must meet at least monthly, and require that individuals in certain positions, as the text box shows, attend each meeting. However, only one of the four prisons we reviewed met Corrections’ attendance requirements. Further, the suicide prevention teams often failed to discuss key issues that might enable the prisons to better prevent suicides.

Suicide prevention and response in California’s prisons requires attention from multiple clinical disciplines. If required members are absent, they and the staff they supervise risk missing important information, and the suicide prevention team lacks the insight of the missing members. Nonetheless, only CCWF met attendance

### Required Membership of Suicide Prevention Teams

**Prisons:**

- Suicide prevention team coordinator (chairperson)
- Chief psychiatrist*
- Chief psychologist*
- Supervising registered nurse
- Senior licensed psychiatric technician or licensed psychiatric technician
- Correctional health services administrator
- Department of State Hospitals’ coordinator

**Statewide:**

- Suicide prevention team coordinator (chairperson)
- Chief psychiatrist
- Chief psychologist
- Nurse consultant
- Designated facility captain

* A senior psychiatrist or senior psychologist attendance meets the quorum requirement in prisons without a chief psychiatrist or chief psychologist position.

Source: Corrections’ 2009 program guide.
requirements for its team in 2016. Although each of the four prisons we visited held monthly suicide prevention team meetings during 2016, the minutes of these team meetings at CIW, SAC, and RJD indicate that they did not meet attendance requirements for 11, 10, and eight monthly meetings, respectively, in 2016. We also found instances in which required suicide prevention team members missed several meetings. For example, at CIW the chief psychiatrist or a designee failed to attend eight of 12 meetings, and at SAC the supervising registered nurse missed six of 12 meetings.

These attendance issues have been brought to Corrections’ attention before, and it has pointed to obstacles that make achieving a quorum challenging. For instance, the suicide expert stated in his 2016 report that he found that attendance by some required suicide prevention team members, particularly chief psychiatrists or their designees, was inconsistent at many prisons. Specifically, he explained that eight of the 18 suicide prevention teams he reviewed still fell short of attaining a quorum at their monthly meetings. Corrections’ clinical support chief stated that prison staff have many competing demands, making it difficult for teams to coordinate schedules and added that Corrections overlooked the difficulties in assembling key participants in these meetings at the time leadership drafted the program guide. She further explained that some elements regarding suicide prevention team attendance are not clear, such as whether one individual may fill multiple roles and who may send designees. Nevertheless, we found that CCWF was able to meet the attendance requirements every month during 2016. CCWF’s chief of mental health explained that its team plans several weeks in advance of a meeting to ensure that all required members can attend, reminds team members about the meeting during the week it is scheduled, and waits until all members are present before starting the meeting.

Further, the suicide expert raised concerns regarding whether the prisons’ suicide prevention teams had fully met their responsibilities, some of which are listed in the text box. For instance, one of these responsibilities is ensuring each prison’s implementation of and compliance with all of Corrections’ policies and procedures relating to suicide prevention and response. However, in his 2016 report, the suicide expert found that the suicide prevention teams had not adequately monitored and evaluated the risk evaluations completed at their respective prisons. Specifically, the suicide expert stated that the prisons’ suicide prevention teams were collecting only

---

**Selected Responsibilities of Prisons’ Suicide Prevention Teams**

- Ensure implementation of and compliance with all Corrections’ policies and procedures relating to suicide prevention and response.
- Implement training related to suicide prevention and response.
- Update local operating procedures to ensure consistency with Corrections’ policies regarding suicide prevention and response.
- Review all suicides and suicide attempts in response to which staff performed CPR or other medical procedures, as well as prison staff cell entry and cut-down procedures.
- Monitor and track all suicide gestures, suicide attempts, self-mutilations, and deaths.

*Source: Corrections’ 2009 program guide.*
quantitative but not qualitative monthly data on the completion of risk evaluations. Moreover, in his 2015 report, the suicide expert explained that he found that the prisons engaged in little discussion of overall suicide prevention strategies during their meetings. He commented that most meeting minutes reflected recitations of certain monthly statistics, but included few meaningful discussions about challenging cases or struggles with risk evaluations and treatment planning. In his January 2016 report, he stated that he found few positive changes in suicide prevention team practices at the 18 prisons he reviewed.

We identified similar concerns when we reviewed the minutes for the past three years of suicide prevention teams’ meetings at the four prisons we visited. Specifically, the teams often did not discuss key issues, including self-harm incidents and the completion of risk evaluations. CCWF’s minutes indicate that the suicide prevention team’s reviews of attempted suicides were mostly narrations of events or recitation of statistics rather than analytical discussions focused on lessons learned and prevention. For example, its May 2016 minutes describe that two inmates attempted suicide by swallowing foreign objects, but the minutes do not indicate any actions required or lessons learned as a result of these incidents. In the same minutes, the team reported that the prison’s mental health staff had a 29 percent passing rate for risk evaluation audits, but the minutes do not indicate that the team discussed what caused the low passing rate and how they planned to improve staff performance. Similarly, at RJD, discussions about mentoring and training prison staff regarding the completion of risk evaluations largely focused on quantitative data, such as attendance and completion rates. Further, RJD’s suicide prevention team minutes do not indicate that discussions extended to the quality of the training or mentoring. Without such discussions, the work of the suicide prevention teams becomes more focused on reporting data rather than ensuring compliance with Corrections’ policies and procedures related to suicide prevention and response.

**Corrections Has Not Ensured That It Reports Reliable Data on Inmate Suicide and Suicide Attempts**

Corrections collects and reports data related to its operations using an organizational management tool called COMPSTAT. Each month Corrections publishes a statistical report detailing more than 500 data points on its prisons’ operations. According to the COMPSTAT operations manager, Corrections’ staff conduct a quality control process that entails reviewing the data they receive from prisons each month. She explained that staff look for outliers, unexpected patterns, and system issues. In addition, she stated that Corrections’ staff meet with each prison’s staff annually to discuss
We found discrepancies in the data related to COMPSTAT—Corrections’ organizational management tool—that bring into question the data’s accuracy.

Nevertheless, we found discrepancies related to COMPSTAT’s data that bring into question the data’s accuracy. For example, for each of the four prisons we reviewed, we selected four months of COMPSTAT data from 2014 through 2016 and compared those months to the prisons’ incident logs. We found that COMPSTAT reported a greater number of attempted suicides at CIW and suicides at CCWF than were recorded in their incident logs, and that it reported fewer attempts at SAC and RJD than were recorded in their respective logs. Further, when we reviewed suicide prevention team meeting minutes, incident reports, and other records, we found that COMPSTAT did not include suicides that occurred from 2013 through 2016 at three of the prisons we reviewed. Moreover, we were surprised to find that the special master’s reports identify significantly more suicides from 2012 through 2015 than are recorded in COMPSTAT. For instance, COMPSTAT shows 18 suicides in 2015, while the suicide expert reported 24—a 33 percent difference.

Corrections’ clinical support chief offered a number of explanations for the discrepancies we identified. She stated that the special master’s reports used data from Corrections’ mental health program on suicides in prisons, which she believes are accurate because it is this program that determines whether a death is a suicide. She explained that the numbers in COMPSTAT may be understated because they are based on prison staff’s initial incident reports. She told us that the classification of incidents may not be accurate because an inmate may die from an attempted suicide days or weeks after the attempt occurs. Further, she noted that mental health staff have the opportunity to more thoroughly review the circumstances of incidents, which may cause them to reach different conclusions than the prison staff’s initial incident reports reflect. In these instances, the clinical support chief indicated that the mental health program’s data will reflect its staff assessment of the incident, but COMPSTAT may not. Specifically, she explained that prison staff are supposed to update this information in COMPSTAT by providing updated incident reports; however, she believes this step may not have always occurred given the understated suicide numbers in COMPSTAT.

The clinical support chief stated that she has previously raised these concerns with the COMPSTAT team, and the team was not resistant to adjusting its processes in order to present more accurate data. Because COMPSTAT represents Corrections’ comprehensive source of data it makes readily available to the public on suicides and attempted suicides for each of its prisons, it must take steps...
to ensure that the data are accurate. Otherwise, the public may draw incorrect conclusions about the rate of suicides and suicide attempts at a given prison or in the system as a whole.

**Corrections Can Increase Its Documentation and Dissemination to Prisons of Best Practices Related to Suicide Prevention**

Although innovative programs and best practices related to inmate suicide prevention exist, Corrections could increase its efforts to document and disseminate this information to the prisons, and to monitor the success of programs or practices that could prove beneficial. For example, during our visit to RJD, we noted that it had implemented a program known as Striving to Achieve Rewards (STAR) that might benefit certain inmates at other prisons as well. RJD implemented STAR in August 2016 for inmates in its enhanced outpatient program, which provides care for mentally disordered inmates in a structured therapeutic environment that is less restrictive than inpatient care. According to a STAR pamphlet, the program’s purpose is to improve inmate quality of life by creating a therapeutic community where inmates have many opportunities for positive experiences. STAR provides rewards to inmates for engaging in positive behavior, such as attending mental health groups and treating mental health staff and peers in a respectful manner. Over time, the inmates accumulate points that they can use for different levels of rewards, including participating in drama and book clubs and purchasing items, such as hygiene products, from the STAR store. RJD’s chief psychologist stated that preliminary data, while not conclusive, have indicated that incidents of self-harm and rules violations have decreased since STAR began, even though RJD’s inmate population has increased.

We also noted another program that RJD is in the process of developing that could prove useful for staff working in other prisons. Specifically, according to the program-related materials, workplace stress and job burnout are high among staff working in correctional settings. To better support its staff in managing its high-risk inmate population, RJD began developing a program named Helping Everyone Reach Objectives. The program’s documentation indicates that RJD is designing a framework to provide additional resources and support to its multidisciplinary treatment teams who directly deal with inmate-patients. The program aims to ensure that RJD continues to provide high-quality care to its inmate population by providing staff with consultation and coaching, as well as fostering closer collaboration between all prison staff. According to RJD’s chief psychologist, the prison had implemented aspects of the program with certain staff as of May 2017. It anticipates an increased rollout by the summer of 2017.
Corrections’ clinical support chief agreed that RJD’s programs are innovative and explained that implementing them on a systemwide basis might be useful at some prisons, depending on those prisons’ missions, infrastructures, and security levels. Nevertheless, Corrections’ documentation related to discussion and dissemination of innovative programs and best practices related to suicide prevention is limited. For example, the deputy director of Corrections’ statewide mental health program stated that in February 2016, Corrections’ mental health program held a summit regarding suicide prevention at its headquarters in Northern California. She explained that prison leadership, including prisons’ suicide prevention team coordinators, chiefs of mental health, and selected wardens, attended the summit to discuss challenges with suicide prevention, share best practices, and identify additional initiatives that might help improve the suicide prevention efforts already in place. She noted that Corrections has a number of plans for implementing ideas such as increasing outreach to inmates both inside and outside of mental health care. However, she could not provide documentation of the best practices discussed or of the outcomes of the summit’s discussions—she could only provide the agenda and a spreadsheet listing Corrections’ suicide prevention team’s July 2017 tasks and priorities, which indicated the suicide summit occurred and another one would be scheduled in the near future. She stated that Corrections is tentatively planning to hold another summit in October 2017, and acknowledged that holding these summits at least annually is a good idea. We believe such meetings should occur on an ongoing basis, not only to discuss and document best practices, but also to monitor their effectiveness. This approach would provide Corrections an opportunity to formally disseminate information regarding programs like those at RJD.

Additionally, Corrections’ clinical support chief stated that it holds quarterly meetings at headquarters between the prisons’ chiefs of mental health where informal discussion on best practices may occur. She further explained that the regional teams hold monthly calls for all prisons within their respective regions, which also allows for the sharing of ideas and best practices. However, because these discussions are not documented, the clinical support chief could not provide evidence of any best practices discussed. Because it has not documented the discussion of best practices during these meetings and calls, Corrections has likely missed opportunities to formally identify and disseminate innovative program ideas systemwide, as well as to evaluate the effectiveness of these practices.
Corrections Could Do More to Assess Ways to Reduce Suicide Attempts

Corrections’ policies require that it review each suicide to determine whether staff complied with its policies and procedures, such as the prison’s emergency response to the suicide, completion of suicide risk evaluations, and follow-up treatment after the inmate’s discharge from a crisis bed prior to the suicide. The text box lists the specific information Corrections reviews. Corrections’ policies require it to submit a report to the prison within 60 days of the inmate’s death that includes recommended actions to address any problems it identified during its review and due dates for the prison to complete those actions. Prisons then have 90 days to submit documentation proving they have implemented the recommendations. According to Corrections’ clinical support chief, Corrections established these timelines to ensure that it promptly identifies problems and that prisons take quick action to correct them.

The resulting reports are comprehensive enough to provide Corrections and its prisons with information critical to improving suicide prevention and response. Nonetheless, Corrections does not conduct similarly detailed reviews of the circumstances surrounding suicide attempts. As a result, it may not identify problems with clinical care or prisons’ compliance with policies until those problems have contributed to an inmate’s death. Although Corrections’ policies require prisons to monitor and track suicide attempts, we do not believe Corrections requires sufficient detail in these reviews. Specifically, as of March 2017, its policies require that prisons’ suicide prevention teams review the appropriateness of treatment plans for these inmates and the daily follow-up checks that mental health staff must complete for five days following the inmates’ discharges from crisis beds. However, Corrections does not require prisons to review other important circumstances surrounding suicide attempts, such as the actions of staff responding to the incidents and the adequacy of the risk evaluations that mental health staff completed before the attempts.

One of the four prisons we reviewed has implemented policies requiring in-depth documented reviews of selected self-harm incidents, including suicide attempts, at its facility. Specifically, SAC implemented a policy requiring its suicide prevention coordinator and supervisors involved with crisis triage and inpatient care to identify self-harm incidents that might require detailed review, such as incidents where the inmates suffered serious bodily injury.
SAC prison officials explained that the suicide prevention team assigns mental health staff to conduct a review of the identified incident. According to a prison official at SAC, since 2008 the prison has completed roughly 450 of these self-harm reviews, but has performed a decreasing number because of increasing workloads and time constraints. We reviewed three of these reviews that the prison completed in 2016 and found that they generally included a thorough review of the inmates’ mental health history, mental health status, and suicide risk. However, the reviews did not contain an examination of the adequacy of the inmates’ previous risk evaluations or treatment plans, and were not as detailed or pointed in their criticism as Corrections’ suicide review process.

Corrections plans to require prisons to complete more detailed reviews of suicide attempts. According to Corrections’ clinical support chief, Corrections will require prisons to conduct detailed reviews of a selection of self-harm incidents where the inmate intended to die and there was serious bodily injury beginning in July 2017. She said that the prisons will need to review all of the same items that are included in the suicide reviews, except those that are not applicable, such as autopsy and toxicology reports, or those that would be inappropriate due to the need to protect inmate privacy, such as cellmate or peer interviews. However, even if Corrections requires prisons to be more detailed in their examination of self-harm incidents, prison staff are less likely to be as critical of their own processes as an external reviewer from Corrections might be. Corrections’ clinical support chief stated that requiring Corrections to conduct such reviews at each prison could be resource intensive, but that pairing each prison with another, similar prison and having them review each other could help to ensure that the reviews are impartial. Absent an unbiased, thorough review of the factors contributing to inmate suicide attempts, Corrections may not identify potential problems with prisons’ suicide prevention and response practices until after inmates have already died.
Recommendations

Legislature

To provide additional accountability for Corrections’ efforts to respond to and prevent inmate suicides and attempted suicides, the Legislature should require that Corrections report to it in April 2018 and annually thereafter on the following issues:

- Its progress in implementing the recommendations made by the special master’s experts, the court-appointed suicide expert, and its own reviewers regarding inmate suicides and attempts. Corrections should include in its report to the Legislature the results of any audits it conducts as part of its planned audit process to measure the success of changes it implements as a result of these recommendations.

- Its progress in identifying and implementing mental health programs that may ameliorate risk factors associated with suicides at the prisons.

Corrections

To ensure that prisons comply with its policies related to suicide prevention and response, Corrections should continue to develop its audit process and implement it at all prisons by February 2018. The process should include, but not be limited to, audits of the quality of prisons’ risk evaluations and treatment plans.

To ensure that prisons can easily access Corrections’ current policies related to mental health, Corrections should ensure that its program guide is current and complete as it works to incorporate the program guide into regulations. Corrections should immediately begin working with federal court monitors to draft regulations.

To ensure that suicide prevention teams meet quorum requirements, Corrections should, starting January 2018, work with prisons that consistently fail to achieve a quorum to resolve issues that may be preventing the teams from having all required members present at meetings.

To eliminate confusion regarding suicide prevention team meeting attendance, Corrections should immediately update its program guide to clarify who is required to attend suicide prevention team meetings, which attendees may send designees, and the extent to which staff may fill multiple roles when meeting quorum requirements.
To ensure that suicide prevention teams exercise leadership at prisons, Corrections should immediately require them to use available information about critical factors—such as the number and nature of inmate self-harm incidents and the quality and compliance with the policy of risk evaluations and treatment plans—to identify systemic issues related to suicide prevention. Corrections should require the suicide prevention teams to assess lessons they can learn, create plans to resolve current issues, and prevent foreseeable problems in the future.

To provide the public and relevant stakeholders with accurate information on suicides and suicide attempts in its prisons, Corrections should immediately require prison staff to work with mental health staff to reconcile any discrepancies on suicides and suicide attempts before submitting numbers to the COMPSTAT unit.

To ensure that all its prisons provide inmates with effective mental health care, Corrections should continue to take a role in coordinating and disseminating best practices related to mental health treatment by conducting a best practices summit at least annually. The summits should focus on all aspects of suicide prevention and response, including programs that seek to improve inmate mental health and treatment of and response to suicide attempts. Corrections should document and disseminate this information among the prisons, assist prisons in implementing the best practices through training and communication when needed, and monitor and report publicly on the successes and challenges of adopted practices.

In an effort to prevent future inmate suicide attempts, Corrections should implement its plan to review attempts with the same level of scrutiny that it uses during its suicide reviews. Corrections should require each prison’s suicide prevention team to identify for review at least one suicide attempt per year that occurred at its prison. To ensure that the reviews include critical and unbiased feedback, Corrections should either conduct these reviews itself or require the prisons to review each other. These reviews should start in September 2017 and follow the same timelines as the suicide reviews, with the timeline beginning once the team identifies a suicide attempt for review.
We conducted this audit under the authority vested in the California State Auditor by Section 8543 et seq. of the California Government Code and according to generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives specified in the Scope and Methodology section of the report. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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Appendix A

RATES OF INMATE SUICIDES AND SUICIDE ATTEMPTS IN STATE PRISONS FROM 2012 THROUGH 2016

The Joint Legislative Audit Committee (Audit Committee) requested that we compare the rates of suicides and attempted suicides for male and female inmates in all state prisons from 2014 through 2016. In order to calculate these rates, we used data from Corrections’ COMPSTAT system because it is the most comprehensive source of publicly reported data for the entire correctional system. Based on our analysis of COMPSTAT data, Table A beginning on the following page presents the rates and number of inmate suicides and suicide attempts at each state prison from 2012 through 2016. As we discuss in Chapter 3, the data from COMPSTAT on inmate suicides and attempted suicides are unreliable; however, they are also the most comprehensive, as well as being the data Corrections makes available to the public. Therefore, we present the data here but recommend in Chapter 3 that Corrections take steps to ensure its accuracy in the future.
### Table A

**Suicides and Suicide Attempts in Each California Prison From 2012 Through 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRISON</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POPULATION</td>
<td>ATTEMPTED SUICIDES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL PER 1,000</td>
<td>TOTAL PER 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenal State Prison</td>
<td>5,020</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California City Correctional Facility</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Correctional Center</td>
<td>4,657</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Correctional Institution</td>
<td>4,643</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Health Care Facility</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Institution for Men</td>
<td>5,002</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Institution for Women</td>
<td>1,636</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Medical Facility</td>
<td>2,363</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Men’s Colony</td>
<td>5,368</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Rehabilitation Center</td>
<td>3,694</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Corcoran</td>
<td>4,626</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Los Angeles County</td>
<td>3,848</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Sacramento</td>
<td>2,693</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Solano</td>
<td>4,313</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Substance Abuse Treatment Facility and State Prison</td>
<td>5,683</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Training Facility, Soledad</td>
<td>5,759</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calipatria State Prison</td>
<td>3,814</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centinela State Prison</td>
<td>3,659</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central California Women’s Facility</td>
<td>2,934</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuckawalla Valley State Prison</td>
<td>2,712</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuel Vocational Institution</td>
<td>2,504</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folsom State Prison</td>
<td>2,840</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Desert State Prison</td>
<td>3,695</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironwood State Prison</td>
<td>3,503</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kern Valley State Prison</td>
<td>4,108</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mule Creek State Prison</td>
<td>3,027</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Kern State Prison</td>
<td>4,680</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelican Bay State Prison</td>
<td>3,091</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant Valley State Prison</td>
<td>3,737</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility</td>
<td>3,537</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Conservation Center</td>
<td>4,555</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Quentin State Prison</td>
<td>3,853</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinas Valley State Prison</td>
<td>3,607</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley State Prison</td>
<td>2,074</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasco State Prison</td>
<td>5,043</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** California State Auditor’s analysis of Corrections’ COMPSTAT metrics.

**Notes:** As we note in Chapter 3 on page 58, our review of various records from individual prisons revealed that COMPSTAT has consistently underreported the number of suicides in California prisons. The numbers in this table are not adjusted; we present them as they appear in COMPSTAT. Italicized rows represent the four prisons reviewed in this audit.

* Because we calculated populations based on a 12-month average, annual population amounts may differ from the total prison populations due to rounding.
Because we calculated populations based on a 12-month average, annual population amounts may differ from the total prison populations due to rounding.

Italicized rows represent the four prisons reviewed in this audit.

Underreported the number of suicides in California prisons. The numbers in this table are not adjusted; we present them as they appear in COMPSTAT.

Notes: As we note in Chapter 3 on page 58, our review of various records from individual prisons revealed that COMPSTAT has consistently

| Source: California State Auditor's analysis of Corrections' COMPSTAT metrics. |

### Suicides and Suicide Attempts in Each California Prison From 2012 Through 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2014</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Total Suicides</th>
<th>Suicides PER 1,000</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Total Suicides</th>
<th>Suicides PER 1,000</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Total Suicides</th>
<th>Suicides PER 1,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasco State Prison</td>
<td>5,043</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5,134</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinas Valley State Prison</td>
<td>3,607</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>3,503</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Quentin State Prison</td>
<td>3,853</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>4,206</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Conservation Center</td>
<td>4,555</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4,856</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility</td>
<td>3,537</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3,355</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant Valley State Prison</td>
<td>3,737</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>3,412</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelican Bay State Prison</td>
<td>3,091</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2,785</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Kern State Prison</td>
<td>4,680</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4,761</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironwood State Prison</td>
<td>3,503</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3,273</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Desert State Prison</td>
<td>3,695</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3,359</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folsom State Prison</td>
<td>2,840</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3,017</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuckawalla Valley State Prison</td>
<td>2,712</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2,594</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central California Women's Facility</td>
<td>2,934</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3,532</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centinela State Prison</td>
<td>3,659</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3,025</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Training Facility, Soledad</td>
<td>5,759</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5,279</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Substance Abuse Treatment Facility</td>
<td>4,313</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4,007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Solano</td>
<td>4,313</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4,007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Sacramento</td>
<td>2,693</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2,233</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Los Angeles County</td>
<td>3,848</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3,723</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State Prison, Corcoran</td>
<td>4,626</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4,410</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Rehabilitation Center</td>
<td>3,694</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3,434</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Men's Colony</td>
<td>5,368</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4,983</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Medical Facility</td>
<td>2,363</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Institution for Women</td>
<td>1,636</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>2,095</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Institution for Men</td>
<td>5,002</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4,747</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Health Care Facility</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Correction Institution</td>
<td>4,643</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4,572</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Correction Center</td>
<td>4,657</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4,903</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California City Correction Facility</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td>— —</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenal State Prison</td>
<td>5,020</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4,497</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total Populations and Suicides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>122,652</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>114,130</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119,681</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>119,681</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix B

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

The Audit Committee directed the California State Auditor to perform an audit of Corrections’ policies, procedures, and practices related to suicide prevention and reduction. We were directed to review the suicide and attempted suicide rates for male and female inmates in all state prisons; Corrections’ policies and procedures for inmate suicide prevention and response, as well as their implementation; and CIW’s implementation of Corrections’ policies. We were also asked to determine areas in which Corrections could improve its mental health services, causes for CIW’s high suicide rates, and the adequacy of mental health and suicide prevention training for CIW staff. Table B lists the objectives that the Audit Committee approved and summarizes the methods we used to address those objectives.

Table B
Audit Objectives and the Methods Used to Address Them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUDIT OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>METHOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Review and evaluate the laws, rules, and regulations significant to the audit objectives.</td>
<td>We reviewed relevant state laws and regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 Evaluate Corrections’ policies and procedures for inmate suicide prevention and response, including those related to instances when an inmate exhibits suicidal behavior. Determine whether such policies and procedures are implemented consistently throughout California’s state prisons. | - We judgmentally selected three prisons to review in addition to CIW based on an analysis of the number of suicides and suicide attempts from 2014 through 2016 and of the prisons’ missions: CCWF, RJD, and SAC.  
- We obtained Corrections’ policies and procedures for inmate suicide prevention and response. Further, we reviewed local operating procedures at each of the four prisons.  
- We reviewed the Coleman special master monitoring reports, Corrections’ suicide reports, and the suicide expert’s audits to identify recommendations made to CIW, Corrections, and the other three prisons. We determined if the appropriate policies and procedures reflected those recommendations. We also interviewed relevant Corrections’ staff for perspective on the implementation of these recommendations.  
- We judgmentally selected 10 inmate suicides and suicide attempts from 2014 through 2016 from each of the four prisons. We reviewed the records for the 40 inmates’ suicides and suicide attempts to determine if the prisons adhered to their local operating procedures and Corrections’ policies and procedures on suicide prevention and response. We interviewed relevant staff at Corrections and at the prisons to obtain perspective on issues we found pertaining to these records. |
| 3 For the most recent three-year period, compare the suicide and attempted suicide rates for male and female inmates in all state prisons. | - To better identify trends, we reviewed the five-year period from 2012 through 2016.  
- We gathered Corrections’ statistics on inmate suicides and suicide attempts from 2012 through 2016 for all California state prisons from Corrections’ organizational management tool called COMPSTAT.  
- We analyzed the COMPSTAT data to present the inmate suicide and suicide attempt rates by prison in Appendix A.  
- We obtained perspective from Corrections’ officials on any trends or inaccuracies that we observed and the methods Corrections used to gather and track these data.  
- For Table 1 on page 9 and Table 6 on page 40, we adjusted the COMPSTAT data we present on suicides for the four prisons we reviewed based on documentation of suicides not recorded in COMPSTAT. In Table 1, we also adjusted the prison populations for the four prisons we reviewed based on average daily populations Corrections provided. In Appendix A, we did not adjust the COMPSTAT data as they are the data Corrections makes available to the public. |

continued on next page ...
## AUDIT OBJECTIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4 Identify areas where Corrections can improve its mental health services, particularly with respect to the safety and care for inmates needing mental health treatment. | • Using the results of the testing of policies and recommendations in Objective 2, we determined areas in which Corrections could improve its practices. We gathered perspective on these areas of improvement from relevant Corrections’ staff.  
• We reviewed the monthly meeting minutes for the statewide suicide prevention team and the suicide prevention teams at each of the four prisons for 2016 to determine the meeting attendees and the topics staff addressed.  
• We interviewed Corrections’ officials and reviewed available documentation to identify the methods used to discuss, document, and disseminate best practices to the prisons related to suicide prevention and response.  
• We obtained Corrections’ reports on position vacancy rates as of December 2016 for social workers, psychiatrists, and psychologists at the four prisons we reviewed and for Corrections as a whole.  
• We interviewed key staff at the four prisons and Corrections’ headquarters to gather perspective on staff vacancies. |
| 5 In reviewing the CIW do the following: | The procedures we performed in Objective 2 also addressed this objective.  
- a. Evaluate whether CIW appropriately implemented Corrections’ suicide prevention policies.  
  - The procedures we performed in Objective 2 also addressed this objective.  
  - We reviewed Corrections’ procedures for communicating with a deceased inmate’s family following a death.  
  - We reviewed records for six inmates who committed suicide from 2014 through 2016 and determined that CIW complied with Corrections’ policies for communicating with a deceased inmate’s family following a suicide. |
|  |  
- b. Identify and analyze CIW’s policies and procedures in the event of a suicide, including any ensuing investigation and communication with the deceased inmate’s family during and after such investigation.  
  - We interviewed key Corrections’ headquarters staff and CIW staff to gather their perspectives on the causes for the higher rates of suicide and suicide attempts at CIW from 2014 through 2016.  
  - We evaluated data from CIW and CCWF regarding the suicide attempts by inmates who transferred from VSPW.  
  - We reviewed Corrections’ available documentation of the plan to convert VSPW to a men’s prison.  
  - We interviewed officials at CIW and Corrections to determine if the conversion process accounted for the effect the transfer of inmates from VSPW would have on CIW. |
|  |  
- c. To the extent possible, identify the causes or factors contributing to the higher rates of suicide and suicide attempts at CIW, including any systemic problems or failures.  
  - We reviewed Corrections’ available documentation of the plan to convert VSPW to a men’s prison.  
  - We interviewed officials at CIW and Corrections to determine if the conversion process accounted for the effect the transfer of inmates from VSPW would have on CIW. |
|  |  
- d. Identify and analyze CIW’s policies and practices in the event that an inmate displays suicidal behavior. Evaluate CIW’s ability to appropriately house and treat inmates identified as suicidal and determine whether CIW allows access to inmate program activities or movements such as yard time.  
  - The procedures we performed in Objective 2 for the 40 inmates’ suicides and suicide attempts also addressed this objective.  
  - We reviewed CIW’s policies and documentation for six inmates regarding access to yard time. |
|  |  
- e. Evaluate the adequacy of the mental health and suicide prevention training for CIW staff.  
  - From a list containing all employees at CIW, we randomly selected 20 CIW staff members and determined the percentage who received annual suicide prevention training in 2014, 2015, and 2016.  
  - From a list containing all mental health staff at CIW, we randomly selected 10 psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers and determined how many received training on how to complete suicide risk evaluations and other trainings required for mental health staff.  
  - We reviewed several suicide prevention trainings that Corrections’ staff received to determine if the trainings contained the content Corrections’ policies require and any additional content the suicide expert had recommended.  
  - We obtained self-reported data on selected required trainings from CCWF, CIW, RJD, and SAC and identified instances of low compliance. |
| 6 Review and assess any other issues that are significant to the audit. |  
- We interviewed selected advocacy groups to identify their key concerns related to our audit scope.  
- We addressed concerns related to delays in emergency response and monitoring inmates in Objective 2.  
- We also addressed concerns related to identifying and disseminating best practices in Objective 4. |

*Sources: California State Auditor’s analysis of the Audit Committee’s audit request number 2016-131, planning documents, and analysis of information and documentation identified in the table column titled Method.*
Assessment of Data Reliability

In performing this audit, we obtained data from Corrections’ COMPSTAT organizational management tool. The U.S. Government Accountability Office, whose standards we are statutorily required to follow, requires us to assess the sufficiency and appropriateness of computer-processed information that we use to support findings, conclusions, or recommendations. Corrections’ COMPSTAT tool provides monthly data to stakeholders and the public on a variety of measures at each of Corrections’ prisons and other institutions. We used COMPSTAT data to report on the number of suicides and attempted suicides throughout California’s adult prisons. We performed data-set verification procedures and found no errors. Further, as reported in Chapter 3, we assessed the accuracy and completeness of COMPSTAT data by comparing the data on suicides and attempted suicides for selected months to incident logs from the four prisons we visited and identified several errors. We also compared the number of suicides reported in COMPSTAT to those in reports from the special master’s suicide experts and found they did not agree. Finally, during the course of our audit work, we identified one suicide each at three of the four prisons we visited that was not included in COMPSTAT. As a result, we determined that COMPSTAT data are not sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this audit. Nevertheless, we present these data in the report because COMPSTAT is Corrections’ comprehensive source of data available on suicides and attempted suicides for each of its prisons, and it contains data Corrections makes publicly available. We discuss our findings in more detail in Chapter 3 and make a recommendation for improving the data on page 64.

We also obtained summary data from Corrections on the rates at which its employees attend various trainings. We tested selected employees at CIW and determined they did not all attend required trainings. We requested self-reported summary data from Corrections for each of the four prisons we visited to determine whether there was evidence at each prison to corroborate our findings at CIW. Because the data corroborated our findings, we determined it would be too resource-intensive to further test the accuracy and completeness of the prisons’ self-reported data. Instead, we clearly attribute the data in the report to Corrections.
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July 31, 2017

Ms. Elaine M. Howle, State Auditor  
California State Auditor  
621 Capitoul Mall, Suite 1200  
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Ms. Howle:

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) submits this letter in response to the California State Auditor’s (CSA) audit titled “California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation: It Must Increase Its Efforts to Prevent and Respond to Inmate Suicides.”

CDCR takes its responsibility to prevent inmate deaths by suicide very seriously and reviews each case carefully to allow it to continue to refine the suicide prevention program. Delivery of mental health services to CDCR inmates has improved overall, and CDCR continues to create a culture of focused improvement, oversight, and accountability in the area of suicide prevention both with staff and inmates. CDCR is committed to continuously evaluating and improving the performance and quality of the entire Mental Health Services Delivery System, including suicide prevention and response practices.

CDCR has made a great deal of progress implementing policies, training, and support for suicide prevention practices statewide, and acknowledges there is further progress to make. CDCR has completed or has in progress 58 initiatives, only 29 of which were recommendations from external suicide experts. For example, CDCR is nearing completion of a contract to provide substance abuse treatment specifically designed for individuals with mental health issues at the California Institution for Women (CIW) and other institutions; is developing a contract to address domestic violence for inmates in the mental health system in CDCR’s women’s institutions; has implemented the use of new suicide assessment tools and treatment protocols that reflect best practices in the field of suicidology; and provides increased mental health outreach to all inmates at CIW (including those who are not in the mental health system) by offering access to brief, solution-focused counseling.

CSA’s report on CDCR’s suicide prevention policies highlights areas where CDCR has already improved its practices, and where improvements continue to be made. CDCR will consider the recommendations made by the auditors to continue to improve upon its ongoing suicide prevention mission.

CDCR would like to thank CSA for their work on this report and will address the specific recommendations in a corrective action plan within the timelines outlined in the report. If you have further questions, please contact me at (916) 323-6001.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
SCOTT KERNAN  
Secretary